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WORLDWIDE COLLECTIONS AND LARGE LOTS

Correspondence, a group of eight letters, two
 American Civil War Correspondence,

2
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envelopes (one patriotic with Gosfield, Ont. SP 5/1865 double split
ring, the other Chicago JUN 16 1865), and one newspaper clipping
announcing "300,000 more troops had been called for; if not raised by
the 18th drafting would be resorted to." The letters, from George
Brunstead start in Yarmouth, Ontario dated 1858 to his sister in
London, Ontario where he talks about a murder in St. Thomas. The
letters continue from Chicago where he apparently went in search of
work and became a member of Company A, 15th Wisconsin
Volunteers. Subsequent letters, mostly from Tennessee, discuss
scouting missions, the capture of prisoners, and life in the infantry.
The letters end with a letter from a lawyer in Chicago to the sister in
London with instructions for completing an application for Bounty
Money and back pay for her brother who died at Andersonville, GA on
August 6, 1864. As can be expected the condition is a bit mixed but
this material is an interesting read and provides insight into one
persons experience. (photo)
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$150.00
Boy Scouts,
Scouts, carton full of material for "CJ '93" Jamboree with 175
plastic wrapped portfolios each with 6 post cards plus a folder and a
book mark; 1,000 post cards, 1,400 souvenir sheets in bundles of
200 each. Also a new Petretti's Coco Cola Collectibles price guide.
Inspect.
Floor Sale Only......................................................................
Offer
Only
Canada,
Canada, a portrait post card used for the design of the KEVII issue,
Canada #80-95 and a stamp Cigarette Card with representation of
Canada #90. Both very exquisite and an excellent frontispiece to a
King Edward VII collection, very fine.
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$50.00
Chesham Scoutpost,
Scoutpost, a group of 15 covers (12 different) with privately
produced Boy Scout labels, produced during the 1990's, some are
FDC's others regular mail, fine-very fine plus a sheet of unused labels,
a nice collateral item for the Scout collector. (photo)
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$50.00
Ephemera,
Ephemera, miscellaneous accumulation including huge old musical
postcard album, in good shape for it's age. A selection of 10 tin-type
photos and 11 cabinet photos all from the 1800's, an 1871
Newspaper, and a bunch of other interesting stuff with items retailing
up to $50 each. Take a look!
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$100.00
Ephemera,
Ephemera, a group of 7 items including "Geographie du Canada,"
"Tourist Guide 1907 St. James Hotel, Montreal," "Le Grand-TroncPacific," "Winter Sports in Old Quebec," "Opportunities in Manitoba,
1913," and others. Mostly fine-very fine. Inspect.
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$25.00
Great Britain,
Britain, coloured essay proof sheet with 20 items with values
from ½d to £1, very fine. (photo)
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$25.00
Historical/Legal Documents,
Documents, a portfolio of approximately 40 Canadian
items as registered in Assa/Sask 1885-1907 with filing of territorial
lands, etc. Original find which has not "seen the light of day" for many
a year!
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$50.00
India Matchbook Labels,
Labels, accumulation of 445 labels used 19001980's assembled on 6 double-sided stock sheets. Great thematic
value with Airplanes, Birds, Cats, Elephants, Flowers, Horse, etc., very
fine appearing. (photo)
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$100.00
Liebig Series "Trade Cards",
Cards", a group of 49 sets of six cards, all
different with 294 card in total. Seldom, if ever seen in Canada but a
very popular collectible in Europe. Very fine. (photo)
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$100.00
Local Post Error,
Error, British Columbia Private Courier post local #B7var., a
vertical pair imperforate horizontally. This pair is from a complete
sheet, one of only a few with only vertical rows of perfs. A scarce local
post variety, very fine mint, never hinged. (photo)
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$100.00
Queen Victoria Diamond Jubilee,
Jubilee, a privately produced (Great Britain)
set of 5 stamps issued to commemorate the Diamond Jubilee of
Queen Victoria. The first three depict the Queen, the fourth portrays
the future King Edward VII and the fifth portrays the future Prince and
Princess of Wales, very fine mint, never hinged. (photo)
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$100.00
Remember Edith Cavell,
Cavell, privately produced Cinderella, from a post
card with the same image, graphically depicts a German officer
standing over the dead body of Nurse Edith Cavell. The firing squad
that executed her looks on in the background. The original post card
charges the Germans with murder. Cavell had been accused of
treason for helping injured allied troops escape Belgium to the neutral
Netherlands. Her execution outraged the British Empire. Small
repaired tear at right otherwise fine-very fine and a great piece of WWI
memorabilia. (photo)
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$25.00
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Austria, nice mint and used collection of issues from 1850 through
 Austria,
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1966 assembled in a Scott Specialty album. Includes used #1-5, 711, 22-26, 27-32, range of 1890-1910 Franz Josef issues, mint #33,
124, range of 1945 German issues with Austrian overprints, B50-56,
B133, B189-98, C46, and more plus back-of-the-book with Dues,
Occupations, etc. Nice and clean with the usual nice cancels on the
earlier. Fine-very fine and excellent basis for expansion.
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$350.00
Belgian Congo,
Congo, a mint and used collection of issues from 1886
through 1960 assembled on Schaubek album pages. Includes mint
#1-5, 26, 41-44, 56, 59, 60-62, 70-73, 88-113, 173-183, 290-97, B17, B12-20, C1-4, C5-6, and much more including First Independence
issues, Rwanda-Urundi, and others. Generally fine-very fine.
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$150.00
Confederate States of America,
America, a mint and used selection of 11 issues
from #1/13, fine-very fine appearing but all more or less faulty.
Inspect! (photo)
.............................................................................................. $2,131.00
Finland,
Finland, a mint and used collection of issues from 1856 through 1972
housed in a Davo album. Includes used #1 (cut to shape), 2, 6, 7, 9,
10, 17-19, 21-23, 45, 64-68, 83-108, 155-57, 182-83, 195-97, 2079, 214-18, B9-14, B31-33 mint #31, 32, 143-54, 212, B2-8, B21-30,
etc., etc. and missing only a handful to be complete for the period.
Routinely fine-very fine throughout, a nice clean collection.
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$400.00
France,
France, a nice mint and used collection of issues from 1852 through
1975 housed in a Minkus album. Includes loads of useful material
starting with a good range of Napoleon Heads (both perf and imperf),
good Peace and Commerce issue with mint #82, 84, used #83, then
continues with good Liberty and Peace, Sowers, mint #198-201, 22025, 311-12, C7-13, and a host of Semi-postal's as well. This is a
collection well worthy of a close review as there are way to many items
to mention individually. Generally fine-very fine throughout.
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$300.00
German Area,
Area, a mint and used collection of issues assembled on
Schaubek album pages. Includes Allenstein, Danzig #1-15, 19-30,
221, C1-9, C36-40, C41, Marienwerder #1-14 a mint and used set,
mint #36-39, Memel #18-29, 39-42, 43-49, 50-92, C8-29, N1-6, N1243, N70-82, Upper Silesia #1-9, 15-31, Schleswig #1-28, and a wide
range of others too numerous to mention. Generally fine-very fine with
much of use.
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$150.00
German Colonies and Occupations,
Occupations, a mint and used collection of
Colonial and WWI and WWII Occupation issues assembled on
Schaubek album pages. Includes Offices in China #3, 4a, 37-40,
Offices in Morocco #1-3, 13-15, 17-18, 24, 25, 40, 45-53, Offices in
Turkey #31-33, German New Guinea #1-6, plenty of "Kaiser Yachts"
with German New Guinea #2-23, German East Africa #26-28, Samoa
#73, German South West Africa #26-34, Occupation of Belgium #N19, Occupation of France #N15-26, plus WWI Occupation issues fro
Romania and Russia, WWII Occupation issues for Alsace,
Czechoslovakia, Lorraine, Luxembourg, and Poland. Filled with sets
and better issues and routinely fine-very fine. Worth a close review.
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$200.00
German Colonies and States,
States, nice mint and used collection housed in
an album. All areas represented and a few highlights include Offices in
China mint #47-56, Offices in Morocco #45-57, German New Guinea
#17-18, German South Africa, German South West Africa #26-33,
Caroline Islands #7-18, Marianna Islands #17-28, Marshall Islands
#13-24, Samoa #57-68, and Togo #1-4, 7-18, 20-23. German States
also well represented with Bavaria used #2, 5, 6, 9-13, 15, 16, 18, 19,
30, 74, 75, 176-191, mint #117-135, 156-191, 193-205, 212-230,
238-254, O1-5, O20-51, Prussia used #3, 3a, 5, Saxony used #12,
Turn & Taxis mint #21-26, 56-59, Wurttemberg, etc. Additionally there
is the usual nice range of numeral and cds cancels. Generally fine-very
fine with hundreds of stamps and a close inspection may be rewarded.
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$450.00
German Democratic Republic,
Republic, a mint and used collection of issues
from 1949-1972 housed in a Schaubek album. Includes used #51-52,
54-57A, 71-74, 83, 103-6, B22-25, mint #53, 100-2, 137-46, 151-54,
B21, B21a, etc., etc. and missing only a handful from 1955 on to be
complete for the period. Hundreds of regular issue and semi-postal
sets and routinely very fine throughout with much never hinged to be
found. A nice clean collection.
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$400.00
German Democratic Republic,
Republic, a nice mint and used collection of
issues from 1948 through 1971 housed ion a Schaubek album.
There's a high degree of completion here, missing only a handful to be
complete. Note used #48, 53, 70, 71-74, 76-79, 82-84, 85-88, 137146, B17-20, 10N29-44, mint #68-69, 144a, B21a (no gum), 10NB610, etc., etc. with a host of mint and used sets cataloguing in the $5 to
$10 range. Generally fine-very fine and worth a close look.
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$350.00
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Democratic Republic,
Republic, accumulation of stamps and covers
 German Democratic
 housed in a duo of stock books, four folders, and on album leaves.
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Hundreds of items with plenty of international rate covers to Canada,
Russian Zone stamps, DDR used on piece collected for cancels, etc.
with plenty of useful throughout and mostly fine-very fine.
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$200.00
German Democratic Republic,
Republic, a mint (mostly) and used collection of
issues from 1972 through 1990 housed in a pair of Schaubek
hingless albums. There's a handful of used sets spotted here and
there but for the most part can be described as complete mint never
hinged for the period and very fine with hundreds of sets and souvenir
sheets.
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$200.00
German States,
States, a mint and used (mostly) collection of issues
assembled on Schaubek album pages. Includes Baden #2-4, 6-13,
17, 19-23, 26-28, Bavaria #2, 4-6, 9-12, 20, 22, Bergedorf #1-5,
Brunswick #6-12, Bremen #1, 4, Hamburg #1, 5, 7, 13-15, 20,
Hanover #6, 8, 16, 19-23, Lubeck #8, 9, 11-13, Mecklenburg #2, 3, 57, Oldenburg #1, 6, 18, 19, Prussia #1-6, 8, 11-13, 15-21, 27, Saxony
#2-13, 15-20, Wurtemberg #2, 9, etc., and a range of others too
numeraous to mention. The usual numeral cancels to be found along
with cds. Few faults as expected for this area but generally fine or finevery fine.
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$300.00
Germany,
Germany, splendid used specialist's accumulation of thousands of
stamps between #36/95 housed in a stock book. Covers the period
1875-1919 and each item carefully selected for cancellation and
shade. Additionally the collector has identified as appropriate, the
Michel number in case of a difference not listed in Scott, and there
are many. Fine-very fine and the life time's work of this collector.
(photo)
............................................................................................... $3,727.75
Germany,
Germany, a mint and used collection of issues assembled on
Schaubek album pages with issues from 1872 through the end of
WWII. Includes used #17-20, 23-24, 29-42, 45-57, 52-63, 65C-74, 78,
415-31, mint #65A, 68-69, 96-101, 111-117, 137-155, inflationary
period complete, 363-384, 391-97, 432-51, 456-66, B8-32, B38-43,
B59-67, C46-56, C55-56 (nh), etc., and basically complete to the end
of the Third Reiche with both regular issue and semi-postal sets.
Routinely fine-very fine throughout and much never hinged is included.
A nice clean collection!
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$500.00
Germany,
Germany, a mint and used collection of Federal Republic issues 1949
through 1973 housed in a Schaubek albu. There's a high degree of
completion here and includes mint #666-69, 693, 695, 698-701,
702-21, B310-330, B334-341, C61-64, then missing only a handful to
be complete to end of period. Routinely very fine throughout and
majority of stamps are mint, lightly hinged and never hinged.
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$400.00
Germany,
Germany, a nice mint and used collection of issues from 1948 through
1973 assembled on Schaubek album pages. Includes mint #9N1-20,
9N42-58, 9N67, 9N70-74, 9N80-98, 9NB1-11, then missing only a
handful to be complete for the remaining period. Routinely fine-very
fine throughout and much never hinged material will be found. A lovely
clean collection.
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$300.00
Germany,
Germany, a selection of 6 different Third Reiche semi-postal souvenir
sheets with #B90, B91, B92, B102, B103, B105, very fine, mint are
either never hinged or lightly hinged, one sheet is used (B103).
...............................................................................................
$279.00
Germany,
Germany, a mint and used collection of issues from early to Third
Reiche era housed in a Davo album. Includes singles and sets with
mint #14, 115-309, 330-36, 415-31, B8-14, B49-57, B59-67, B14859, used #B123-31, B144, and a range of other useful including a
handful of Allied Occupation issues. Generally fine-very fine.
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$250.00
Germany,
Germany, a mint and used collection of East and West Germany
housed in a Minkus album. Starts with early 1872 Shield issues,
range of Germania heads, inflationary period and good Third Reiche,
post war with Post Horn set, etc. through 1977 and is loaded with both
regular and semi-postal sets. A close review needed to see the value
here.
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$200.00
Germany,
Germany, lovely mint collection of issues from 1991 through 2010
housed in a Schaubek hingeless album plus a binder with Schaubek
hingeless pages. With the exception of a few of the later sets used,
this is complete, very fine mint never hinged with hundreds of sets
throughout.
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$200.00
Germany,
Germany, a mint and used collection of issues 1949 through 1970
housed in a Lighthouse album with regular and hingeless pages.
Includes used #666, B330, B338-41, mint #755-61, B310-13, 9NB611, and a range of other useful material. Generally fine-very fine
throughout and excellent basis for expansion.
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$150.00
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Germany, a mint (mainly) and used collection of WWII Occupation
 Germany,
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issues assembled on Schaubek album leaves. Includes mint #600633, 658-61, B298-308, 4N1-13, 5N1-13, 5N41-46, 5NB5-11, 6N129 (ex 6N27), 6N39-42, 6NB7-9, 8N1-13, 8N28-41, 8NB5-8, then
followed by pages of Russian Zone material including #12NB1-3 and
many others. Routinely fine-very fine. Worth a look.
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$100.00
Germany,
Germany, a group of four covers, WWI era with Occupation of Ukraine,
Czechoslovakia, Poland, etc. Fine-very fine, interesting group. (photo)
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$50.00
Germany,
Germany, a selection of four picture post cards, Zeppelin related and
others, fine-very fine. (photo)
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$25.00
Italian Colonies,
Colonies, expensive accumulation of sets and singles housed in
a stock book. Includes Cyrenaica, Eritrea, Ethiopia, Fiume, Libya, Oltra
Guiba, Somalia, Tripolitania, and Occupation issues with many
hundreds in total, all identified by the collector. There's a tremendous
range of material here and a close inspection will likely not disappoint.
Generally fine-very fine.
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$300.00
Italian Colonies,
Colonies, lovely mint and used selection of sets and singles
assembled on a stock card. Includes Aegean Islands mint #C1-2, C14,
Rhodes mint #C4-6, CB1-4, Somalia used #11, 13-15, 20, 42, 46,
mint #49, 50, 55, 57-60, 111-13, B29, B30, EY1, Tripolitania mint
#73-78, C16-20, C43-48, and much more with a hihg catalogue value.
Generally fine-very fine.
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$300.00
Italian States,
States, a mint and used selection on album leaves with Naples
mint #20, 22, 22a, 23, 27, Romagna mint #8, Sardinia used #10 (3),
11, 11a, 11b, 12 (2), 13 (2), and 14, fine-very fine.
.............................................................................................. $1,622.00
Italian States,
States, nice little group of mint and used including Roman
States #2, 3, 5, 7, 9, 14, 23, 24, mint #2, 19 plus 12 mint
reproducitons, Sardinia used #12, 13, Tuscany #4, 4a, 5, 6, 21. The
usual condition for these with a good catalogue value. Inspect.
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$100.00
Italy,
Italy, a mint and used collection of issues from 1862 through 1969
housed in a Minkus album. Includes mint #20-22, 126-28, 142, 17883, used #56, 65, 67-71, 91-110 (ex 101), then a host of mint and
used sets in the late 1950's through the 1960's with a high degree of
completion for that period. Routinely fine-very fine and an excellent
basis for expansion.
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$250.00
Italy,
Italy, a diverse accumulation of likely several thousand stamps in
glassines. Loaded with better material as we spotted complete sets,
inverted AMG overprints, early King Victor Emmanuel, plus States and
Colonies. These are not assembled in any particular order as it
appears the collector just removed them from a collection and into
glassines. Many are identified and a close inspection will not be
disappointed.
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$200.00
Italy,
Italy, a group of 22 picture post cards circa WWII and mostly military
related with Army, Air Force, Survivors of Concentration Camp, etc.,
etc. Many better to be found and fine-very fine. (photo)
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$100.00
Italy,
Italy, a selection of 8 picture post cards, military related including
propaganda, artist signed (Tafuri), etc., very fine. (photo)
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$60.00
Italy,
Italy, a selection of 22 picture post cards and covers including military,
military humor, colonial, etc. and fine-very fine. (photo)
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$50.00
Italy,
Italy, a selection of 16 unused picture post cards with various military
scenes, very fine. (photo)
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$50.00
Italy and States,
States, a mint and used selection on a stock card. Mostly
earlier issues and includes mint Sardinia #10-14, Italy used #17, 19,
20-23, O1-4, mint 42, 43, 44, O7, etc. Some scattered faults and a
few obvious forgeries not counted or mentioned. (photo)
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$250.00
Latin West Indies,
Indies, a mint and used collection of issues housed in a
Scott Specialty album with Cuba (to 1960), Dominican Republic (to
1973), Haiti (to 1973), and pages for Puerto Rico. Spotted plenty of
useful early issues from both Cuba and Haiti. Fine-very fine and
excellent basis for expansion.
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$150.00
Liechtenstein,
Liechtenstein, nice mint collection of issues 1917-1972 assembled on
Scott Specialty album pages. Includes #4-16, 18-52, 74-79, 81, 9093, 111-114, 132-150, 154-56, 160-70, etc. then a high degree of
completion of regular issues through 1972. Semi-postal's with #B1-13,
B15-17, B19-21, plus some Air Mails, Dues, and Officials. There's a
handful of used scattered throughout but over 95% of the collection is
mint, very fine and lightly hinged. A nice clean collection.
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$250.00
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Africa, a clean mint and used collection of
 Middle East/Northern Africa,
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issues from Ethiopa, Lebanon, Sudan, Syria, and Spanish Colonies in
Africa assembled on quadrilled album leaves. Thousands of stamps
from early to modern and spotted useful French Colonial overprints,
etc. Inspect.
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$200.00
Netherlands,
Netherlands, a selection of 120+ covers or postcards running from
early to modern. Includes 1837 stampless, WWII POW letter from
British Soldier interned in Holland, domestic rates, etc. Some mixed
condition though mostly fine-very fine. (photo)
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$50.00
Netherlands and Colonies,
Colonies, a mint and used collection housed in four
Davo albums with slipcases (three are hingeless). Runs from issues of
1852 through 1988 and filled with useful like used #1-3, 4-6, 7-12,
18-22, 23-28, 30-33, 40-49, 51, 53, 54, mint #69, 71, 73, and much
more with Semi-postal sets and other back-of-the-book issues.
Colonial material includes good coverage in Antilles, Curacao,
Netherlands Indies, Netherlands New Guinea, and Suriname. A few
scattered faults in the earlier but on balance fine-very fine, a nice
clean collection.
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$400.00
Netherlands and Colonies,
Colonies, accumulation of intact booklets issued
from the late 1960's to early 1990's with Netherlands (85), Antilles
(2), and Suriname (11), spotted a few used but otherwise very fine
mint, never hinged. NVPH catalogue value €425.
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$200.00
Netherlands Indies,
Indies, lovely mint and used collection of issues
assembled on Davo album pages. Includes mint #3, 6, 7, 9, 27, 4857, 59, 61, 63-80 (ex 69), 101-136, 102a-123a, 151-57, 164-188,
220-25, 234-48, 250-62, 263-78, 281-90, 294-303, 307-330, B1-3,
B4-36, C1-10, C13, C14-16, CY1-7, J3 (imperf), J4-6, J4 (specimen),
J7-15, J47-59, used #16, 17-22, 30, 38-45, 249, B4-7 (on cover),
various Japanese overprints (30), and much more. A nice clean
collection that is routinely fine-very fine throughout.
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$500.00
Netherlands New Guinea,
Guinea, all mint complete collection from #1-47, B134, and J1-6, plus the issues of West New Guinea #1-19, very fine
mint, lightly hinged. (photo)
...............................................................................................
$282.15
Russia,
Russia, a mint and used collection of issues from 1857 through 1977
housed in a Minkus album. There's hundreds of stamps here (if not a
few thousand) with strong coverage in the 1960's and 1970's.
Generally fine-very fine and excellent basis for expansion. Also has
issues from Armenia, Azerbaijan, Georgia and other areas under the
Russina influence.
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$150.00
Saar,
Saar, a mint and used collection of issues from 1920 through 1959
assembled on Schaubek album pages. Most of the coverage is in the
1940's-1950's era and includes mint #263-282, 289-308, and many
others too numerous to mention. Routinely very fine with plenty of
sets.
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$75.00
Switzerland,
Switzerland, nice mint and used collection of issues 1854 through
1972 housed in a Scott Specialty album. Includes early 1858-1907
mint and used Sitting and Standing Helvetica's, 1900 UPU Allegory set
used, range of William Tell issues, then about 80% complete in the
regular issues. Semi-postal's with mint and used sets and singles as
are the Officials. Fine-very fine throughout, a clean collection.
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$200.00
United States,
States, a mint and used collection/accumulation housed in a
pair of Lindner albums and a duo of deluxe stock books. Runs from
early to modern and includes used #26, 68, 113, 144, useful Bureau
and Banknotes, 230-37, 239, 297, 299, 300-309, 326 (2), range of
1907-1920 Washington Franklin issues, 371, 399, 403, 548-50, 61416, 617-19, and much more with a great deal of completion from the
1930's onward. Additionally there is a range of modern mint in singles,
blocks and plate blocks with a good deal of "face" type material (likely
$100+). Few scattered faults will be found but on balance generally
fine-very fine. Last page of first volume contains a January 1898 copy
of "The Metropolitan Philatelist."
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$400.00
United States,
States, a mint and used collection of commemorative issues
from 1893 through 1948 assembled on album leaves. Includes used
#230-39, 294-99, 323-27, 328-330, 397-400A, 401-3, 620-21,
Farley imferf pairs, then mainly mint commemorative singles
thereafter. Fine-very fine and much useful material throughout.
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$200.00
United States,
States, thematic collection "Mr. Zip," assembled on 36
exhibition pages, shows how the USPS promoted the use of zip code
beginning in 1963 with the cartoon character in the selvedge of
sheets and in cancellation slogans. A nice exhibit, routinely very fine
throughout.
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$150.00
United States,
States, a group of 20 post cards almost all paying the rate to
European countries (Belgium, France, Holland), mostly fine-very fine.
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$25.00
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Worldwide, selection of souvenir sheets with Australia Flying Doctor
 Worldwide,
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and Koala (Face $60), Canada PEW1f and SW5f sheetlets, Russia,
#603a, St. Vincent #2056-79 sheetlets, very fine mint and all but the
Russia are never hinged.
..............................................................................................
$500.00
Worldwide,
Worldwide, accumulation of tens of thousands of stamps in glassines
filling six boxes. Covers "A-Z" countries and will have a tremendous
total catalogue value. We spotted Austria ($333), Liberia ($102),
Switzerland ($1,993), etc. There's a lot of material here so plan time
for a review.
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$400.00
Worldwide,
Worldwide, nice group of better sets with Belgium used #172-84, Italy
mint never hinged #143-46, Luxembourg used #B20-24, Papua used
on piece #C5-9, Tannu Tuva mint #15-28, and Uruguay mint sheets of
four #410a-413a, very fine group.
..............................................................................................
$370.25
Worldwide,
orldwide, small mint group with Sardinia #10, 11, 11e, 12-14,
Somaliland Protectorate 1935 KGV Silver Jubilee set and some
imperforate Japan, very fine.
..............................................................................................
$315.75
Worldwide,
Worldwide, thematic collection "Universal Postal Union" assembled on
86 exhibition pages, shows history and development of moving mail,
the benefits of the UPU. Contains early postal stationery cards from
various countries, Paquebot covers, International Reply Coupons, mint
sets, singles, and souvenir sheets. Routinely very fine throughout. A
nice exhibit.
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$200.00
Worldwide,
Worldwide, a new issue distribution for "A-P" countries mainly from the
late 1960's, early 1970's with hundreds of sets and souvenir sheets,
all very fine mint, never hinged.
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$200.00
Worldwide,
Worldwide, a new issue distribution for "M-Z" countries mainly from the
late 1960's, early 1970's with hundreds of sets and souvenir sheets,
all very fine mint, never hinged.
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$200.00
Worldwide,
Worldwide, all mint selection of issues housed in four stock books all
relating to "Ships" or "Sailing Vessels." These appear to be either
extras or new material the owner had aquired to add into his exhibits.
A few hundred sets and all very fine mint, never hinged and lightly
hinged.
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$150.00
Worldwide,
Worldwide, a mint (mainly) and used selection of issues. Strength in
Canada with mint blocks of #112, 120, 166, 243, MR3-5, J2, BK59e
and other intact booklets, plus Switzerland full sheets with se-tenant
pairs, United States issues in full sheets, etc. Worth a look!
Est. Realization
$150.00
Realization ....................................................................
Worldwide,
Worldwide, all mint selection of issues housed in three stock books all
relating to "Airplanes." These appear to be either extras or new
material the owner had aquired to add into his exhibits. A few hundred
sets and all very fine mint, never hinged and lightly hinged.
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$150.00
Worldwide,
Worldwide, a mint and used collection housed in a Minkus album.
Strongest coverage is Belgium with sets and singles, followed by
German Colonies and States, plus other areas under the German
influence or Occupation. Also has a folder taped to the inside cover
with early Great Britain, Australian States, etc. Hundreds of stamps,
fine-very fine and a close inspection could be rewarded.
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$150.00
Worldwide,
Worldwide, exhibits "has-beens," four binders containing between 100150 pages of what once were part of the collector's thematic exhibits
on "Airplanes." It's obvious the collector has removed material to go
into other exhibits he created but each are still about 80% or more
intact plus other material for future reference has been added. A
useful group with mint singles, covers, etc.
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$150.00
Worldwide,
Worldwide, a mint (mostly) and used accumulation of sets and singles
housed in three stock books. There's a wide range of material here
with hundreds of sets in total and nothing after 1975. A close
inspection will not be disappointed. Generally fine-very fine.
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$100.00
Worldwide,
Worldwide, all mint selection of issues housed in three stock books all
relating to "Airplanes" or "Balloons." These appear to be either extras
or new material the owner had aquired to add into his exhibits. A few
hundred sets and all very fine mint, never hinged and lightly hinged.
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$100.00
Worldwide,
Worldwide, all mint selection of issues housed in three stock books
and a few envelopes all relating to "UPU" or "Moving The Mail." These
appear to be either extras or new material the owner had aquired to
add into his exhibits. A few hundred sets and all very fine mint, never
hinged and lightly hinged.
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$100.00
Worldwide,
Worldwide, a mint and used accumulation consisting of stamps in two
volumes, new issues in packs from various post offices, miscellaneous
sets in mint sheet folders, etc. Lots of interesting material as a close
review will show. Generally fine-very fine.
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$100.00
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Worldwide, accumulation of likely several thousands stamps in a
 Worldwide,
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96

bulging stock book. Wide range of material as we spotted sets,
souvenir sheets, booklets, etc. Appears fine-very fine and a close
inspection suggested.
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$100.00
Worldwide,
Worldwide, all mint selection of issues from various countries in
sheets, mini-sheets, blocks, etc. A strong European presence with
stamps from France, Netherlands, Switzerland, etc. and a good range
of material will be found with plenty of sets. Take the time for a close
look at this one! Very fine, never hinged.
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$100.00
Worldwide,
Worldwide, a very miscellaneous selection on sales cards, in
envelopes, etc. Spotted early Italy, early Mexico with regular issues
and Revenues, Bermuda 10sh QE block autographed, USA #650 mint
block and other interesting on old sales pages. Worth a look!
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$100.00
Worldwide,
Worldwide, a mint and used collection of various thematic issues
running from "A-W," including Airplanes, Animals, Birds, Butterflies,
Cats, Maps, Stamp on Stamp, Waterfalls, etc. Hundreds of items.
Worth a look!
Est.
$100.00
Est. Realization .....................................................................
Worldwide,
Worldwide, all used accumulation of issues housed on 44 stock
pages. Looks like mostly used commemoratives from "A-H" countries.
Saw Australia, Austria, Belgium, Canada, Denmark, France, Germany,
etc., thousands in total.
Est.
$100.00
Est. Realization .....................................................................
Worldwide,
Worldwide, exhibits "has-beens," two binders containing between 75100 pages of what once were part of the collector's thematic exhibits
on "Moving The Mail," and "Soliloquy of a Postage Stamp." It's obvious
the collector has removed material to go into other exhibits he created
but each are still about 80% or more intact plus other material for
future reference has been added. A useful group with mint singles,
covers, etc.
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$75.00
Worldwide,
Worldwide, exhibits "has-beens," three binders containing between 75100 pages of what once were part of the collector's thematic exhibits
on "Fridays," "Pilots," and "Woodstock Postcards". It's obvious the
collector has removed material to go into other exhibits he created but
each are still about 80% or more intact plus other material for future
reference has been added. A useful group with mint singles, covers,
etc.
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$75.00
Worldwide,
Worldwide, thematic collection "Up In The Air," assembled on 48
exhibition pages, shows the major aspects of development of lighterthan-air flight from the early and experimental to modern 20th century
airships, hot-air balloons and high tech ballooning. Filled with mint
stamps, souvenir sheets and covers. Routinely very fine throughout.
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$75.00
Worldwide,
Worldwide, exhibits "has-beens," two binders containing between 75100 pages of what once were part of the collector's thematic exhibit
on "Ships." It's obvious the collector has removed material to go into
other exhibits he created but each are still about 80% or more intact
plus other material for future reference has been added. A useful
group with mint singles, covers, etc.
Est. Realization
$75.00
Realization .....................................................................
Worldwide,
Worldwide, a mint and used thematic "Trains" collection in an album,
folder and loose. Hundreds of sets, singles, and covers filling a carton.
Inspect.
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$75.00
Worldwide,
Worldwide, thematic collection "Douglas Aircraft, DC-1, DC-2, DC-3,"
assembled on 36 exhibition pages, shows the success story of the
Douglas Commercial Transports from the Prototype DC-1, Production
DC-2 and the world renowned DC-3. Filled with mint stamps, souvenir
sheets and covers. Routinely very fine throughout.
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$75.00
Worldwide,
Worldwide, thematic collection "Historical Fridays," assembled on 44
exhibition pages, shows how many historical events had a beginning or
ending on a Friday. Interesting exhibit filled with mint and used stamps
plus covers, and routinely very fine throughout.
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$75.00
Worldwide,
Worldwide, a mint and used selection of a few hundred stamps, mostly
in sets and mainly European area with Liechtenstein, Poland, DDR,
and Vatican. Routinely very fine and plenty of never hinged material
throughout.
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$75.00
Worldwide,
Worldwide, thematic collection "Moving The Mail," assembled on 42
exhibition pages, shows how the mail was moved from early times to
more modern times and filled with sets, covers (Tin Can Mail, etc.).
Nicely illustrated and routinely very fine.
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$75.00
Worldwide,
Worldwide, thematic collection "On And Off The Water," assembled on
48 exhibition pages, shows Seaplanes, Floatplanes, and Flying Boats
with historical facts and information from 1911-1947. Filled with
stamps and plenty of FFC's. Routinely very fine throughout.
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$75.00
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Worldwide,, a mint and used collection of the thematic "Ships,"
 Worldwide
 assembled on quadrille album leaves. Spotted sets, singles, covers



etc. with hundreds of stamps in total, very fine.
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$50.00
Worldwide,
Worldwide, a selection of 110+ covers mostly from 1920's through
1960's and almost all paying rates to different countries with a wide
range of material. Some mixed condition though mostly fine-very fine.
Worth a look.
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$50.00
Worldwide,
Worldwide, a group of 17 covers, mostly pre-WWII and all but one are
to addresses in Canada. Lots of interestings frankings, rates, etc., and
saw British Guiana, Germany, New South Wales, Saudi Arabia, and
others. Mostly fine-very fine. Inspect. (photo)
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$50.00
Worldwide,
Worldwide, a group of 7 post cards all with various errors including
mis-prints, mis-cuts, wrong images of cities, double prints, etc.
Interesting and unusual, very fine. (photo)
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$50.00
Worldwide,
Worldwide, thematic odd's 'n ends having to do with "Moving the Mail."
A box full of material with stamps, souvenir sheets, covers, etc. all
dealing with this theme that the collector was going to add into the
collection. Plenty of useful material as a good review will show.
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$50.00
Worldwide,
Worldwide, thematic collection "Daring Novice Pilots and Their Flying
Machines to 1914," assembled on 32 exhibition pages, highlights
man's dreams of flying heavier-than-air powered flight. Contains mint
sets, singles, souvenir sheets, and covers. Routinely very fine
throughout.
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$50.00
Worldwide,
Worldwide, thematic collection "Bleriot XI," assembled on 24 exhibition
pages, shows highlights in the life of Louis Bleriot of France, leading
up to his Channel flight and later living with success and business
ventures with the famous Bleriot XI. Contains several packets of
additional material to be worked into the exhibit along with many
pages of collateral material. Routinely very fine throughout.
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$50.00
Worldwide,
Worldwide, all used accumulation of stamps off paper filling a shoe
box, thousands.
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$30.00

WORLDWIDE FLOOR SALE LOTS
104

Germany, five stock books filled with collector's duplicates. Inspect.
 Germany,

Floor Sale Only .....................................................................
Offer
105  Unite
United
d Nations,
Nations, carton full of remainders in 4 albums and binders with
 singles, plate blocks, FDC's, etc. Inspect.
Floor Sale Only .....................................................................
Offer
106  United States,
States, bankers box full of used stamps sorted into glassines.
Inspect.
Floor Sale Only .....................................................................
Offer
107  United
United States,
States, bankers box full of used stamps sorted into glassines.
Inspect.
Floor Sale Only .....................................................................
Offer
108  Worldwide,
Worldwide, carton full of stamps in boxes, envelopes, etc. Inspect.
Floor Sale Only .....................................................................
Offer
109  Worldwide,
Worldwide, carton full of remainders on album leaves, etc.
Floor Sale Only .....................................................................
Offer
110  Worldwide,
Worldwide, carton full of collections and remainders, stamps in boxes,
etc. Inspect.
Floor Sale Only .....................................................................
Offer
111  Worldwide,
Worldwide, carton full of stamps on and off paper, in approval books,
etc.
Floor Sale Only .....................................................................
Offer
Offer
112  Worldwide,
Worldwide, carton full of miscellaneous stamps and covers. Inspect.
Offer
 Floor Sale Only .....................................................................
113  Worldwide,
Worldwide, large plastic tub filled with thousands of used stamps.
Inspect.
Floor Sale Only .....................................................................
Offer
114  Worldwide,
Worldwide, carton full of collections and remainders.
Floor Sale Only .....................................................................
Offer
115  Worldwide,
Worldwide, carton full of collections and remainders.
Floor Sale Only .....................................................................
Offer
116  Worldwide,
Worldwide, carton full of miscellaneous remainders.
Floor Sale Only .....................................................................
Offer
117  Worldwide,
Worldwide, large carton full of thousands of stamps housed in 102
sales cards filed red boxes and in stock books. Who knows what will
be found. Inspect.
Floor Sale Only .....................................................................
Offer
118  Worldwide,
Worldwide, large carton full of thousands of stamps housed in 102
sales cards filed red boxes. Who knows what will be found. Inspect.
Floor Sale Only .....................................................................
Offer
119  Worldwide,
Worldwide, carton full of remainders in stock books, album leaves, etc.
Floor Sale Only .....................................................................
Offer
120  Worldwide,
Worldwide, carton full of colllections and remainders, etc.
Floor Sale Only .....................................................................
Offer
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121  Worldwide
Worldwide,, carton full of collections and remainders. Inspect.
Floor Sale Only......................................................................
Offer
Only
122  Worldwide,
Worldwide, carton full of on paper mixture.
Floor Sale Only......................................................................
Offer
Only
123  Worldwide,
Worldwide, carton full of stamps in packets.
Floor Sale Only......................................................................
Offer
Only
124  Worldwide,
Worldwide, box full of miscellaneous stamps and covers.
Offer
Only
 Floor Sale Only......................................................................
125  Worldwide,
Worldwide, carton full of miscellaneous stamps, booklets, etc.
Floor Sale Only......................................................................
Only
Offer
126  Worldwide,
Worldwide, carton full of remainders in stock books, album leaves, etc.
Floor Sale Only......................................................................
Offer
Only
127  Worldwide,
Worldwide, carton full of remainders in stock books, album leaves, etc.
Floor Sale Only......................................................................
Only
Offer
128  Worldwide,
Worldwide, carton with three shoe boxes full of stamps and covers.
 Inspect.
Floor Sale Only......................................................................
Offer
Only
129  Worldwide,
Worldwide, large carton full of thousands of stamps housed in 102
sales cards filed red boxes. Who knows what will be found. Inspect.
Floor Sale Only......................................................................
Only
Offer
130  Worldwide,
Worldwide, carton full of remainders. Inspect.
Floor Sale Only......................................................................
Offer
Only
131  Worldwide,
Worldwide, carton with stamps in five volumes. Inspect.
Floor Sale Only......................................................................
Only
Offer
132  Worldwide,
Worldwide, carton accumulation with a bunch of interesting material
including 54 International Phone Calling cards, stated to be unused,
36 gift cards (status unknown), Venezuela 1957 UPU Presentation
book, Calgary 1894-1994 Centennial souvenir sheets (100 with face
value of $500), Leaders of the World album, stock book of mint Spain
and more.
Floor Sale Only......................................................................
Offer
Only
133  Worldwide,
Worldwide, carton full of collections, remainders, and other stuff.
Inspect!
Floor Sale Only......................................................................
Only
Offer
134  Worldwide,
Worldwide, carton as received with covers, printers proof sheets, and
a bunch of other stuff. Can’t tell what all is in here. Inspect.
Floor Sale Only......................................................................
Offer
Only
135  Worldwide,
Worldwide, property as received in carton with stamps and covers.
Inspect.
Floor Sale Only......................................................................
Offer
Only
136  Worldwide,
Worldwide, estate balance filling a carton, plenty of useful material
including Canada Small Queens. Inspect.
Floor Sale Only......................................................................
Offer
Only
137  Worldwide,
Worldwide, box full with USA post cards from Knotts Berry Farm (127),
 Western Canada "Art" souvenir sheets (over 400), several
commemorative albums with stamps, etc.
Floor Sale Only......................................................................
Offer
Only
138  Worldwide,
Worldwide, property as received in a carton with stamps on/off paper,
few covers, etc. Note Poland, Russia, etc., thousands. Inspect.
Floor Sale Only......................................................................
Offer
Only
139  Worldwide,
Worldwide, collection of mint and used stamps housed in 11 binders.
Plenty of useful material from Australia, Canada (inc. face), New
Zealand, European area, United States, etc. Inspect!
Floor
Offer
Floor Sale Only......................................................................
Only
140  Worldwide,
Worldwide, two cartons full of remnants. Inspect.
Floor Sale Only......................................................................
Offer
Only
141  Worldwide,
Worldwide, accumulation of covers, mostly Lufthansa FFC's. Inspect.
Floor Sale Only......................................................................
Offer
Only
142  Worldwide,
Worldwide, carton with stamps from "A-Z" countries housed in 11
volumes. Inspect.
Floor Sale Only......................................................................
Offer
Only
143  Worldwide,
Worldwide, three large cartons full of "philatelic injustice." Inspect.
Floor Sale Only......................................................................
Only
Offer
144  Worldwide,
Worldwide, carton with mint and used stamps in stock books, etc.
Spotted mint never hinged sets from Great Britain, Canada in stock
books, etc. Inspect.
Floor Sale Only......................................................................
Offer
Only
145  Worldwide,
Worldwide, carton full of stamps on paper stuffed into envelopes.
Floor Sale Only......................................................................
Offer
Only
146  Worldwide,
Worldwide, carton with stamps in three volumes.
Floor Sale
Offer
Sale Only......................................................................
Only
147  Worldwide,
Worldwide, accumulation of thousands of mint and used stamps in 6
stock books and loose. Inspect.
Floor Sale Only......................................................................
Only
Offer
148  Worldwide,
Worldwide, carton with a box of French postcards (625+), box of
Worldwide post cards (600+), mainly modern chromes, two sets of the
souvenir packs from the 1976 Montreal Olympics, a bunch various
stamp printer's waste, etc. Inspect.
Floor Sale Only......................................................................
Offer
Only
149  Worldwide,
Worldwide, carton with stamps, souvenir sheets, etc. in various
 binders and boxes. Inspect.
Floor Sale Only......................................................................
Only
Offer
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150  Worldwide,
Worldwide, carton full of stamps in stock books, in glassines, loose,
etc. Inspect.
Floor Sale Only .....................................................................
Offer
151  Worldwide,
Worldwide, bankers box full of stamps in four shoe boxes. Thousands
and strength in Germany. Inspect.
Floor Sale Only .....................................................................
Offer

WORLDWIDE STAMPS
AUSTRIA
152  a selection of 6 Telegraph stamps (5 different), very fine mint, hinged.
153



154 
155



156



157



158



159 

(photo)
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$75.00
#1, 1850 1kr yellow, three copies, different shades, fine-very fine
used with cds cancels. (photo)
..............................................................................................
$345.00
#1-6, 1850 Coat of Arms set complete on thick paper, very fine mint,
never hinged. Likely reprints. (photo)
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$150.00
#2, 18950 2kr black, two copies (one on piece), very fine used with
cds cancels. (photo)
..............................................................................................
$165.00
#3, 1850 3kr red, a specialist's study of shades cancellations with 55
copies all with great socked-on-the-nose cancels, fine-very fine or very
fine used. (photo)
..............................................................................................
$242.25
#4, 1850 6kr brown, a specialist's study of shades cancellations with
56 copies all with great socked-on-the-nose cancels, very fine used.
(photo)
..............................................................................................
$364.00
#5, 1850 96kr blue, a specialist's study of shades cancellations with
44 copies all with great socked-on-the-nose cancels, very fine used.
(photo)
..............................................................................................
$396.00
#P1, 1851 6kr blue Newspaper stamp, Type IIa, a mint copy without
gum and a used copy, both vg-fine. (photo)
..............................................................................................
$285.00

AUSTRIA LOMBARDY-VENETIA
160  #4-6, 1850 15c red (28), 30c brown (4) brown, and 45c blue, a

161

specialist's study of shades cancellations with 33 copies all with great
socked-on-the-nose cancels, fine-very fine or very fine used. (photo)
..............................................................................................
$376.00
 #8/24, a group of 1858-1864 issues (24) selected for shades and
cancels, includes #8, 18, 22 (3), 23, 24, etc., fine-very fine used.
(photo)
..............................................................................................
$713.00

BELGIUM
162  Belgium #Q204, 1935 30fr violet Railway stamp, very fine mint, light
hinge remnant. (photo)
..............................................................................................

$125.00

FINLAND
163  #4, 5, 1860 5k blue and 10k rose, serpentine roulette type I, fine-very
164
165

166

fine used, each with a pen and cds town cancel. (photo)
..............................................................................................
$265.00
 #8, 1870 10p yellow and black, serpentine roulette type III, couple
shorter perfs otherwise fine-very fine used with cds cancel. (photo)
..............................................................................................
$400.00
 #11, 1867 1m yellow brown, serpentine roulette type III, couple
shorter perfs and trivial thins (mentioned for the record) otherwise
fine-very fine used with a cds cancel. (photo)
..............................................................................................
$900.00
 #C1, 1930 Air Mail issue overprinted Zeppelin 1930, fine-very fine
mint, lightly hinged. (photo)
(photo)
..............................................................................................
$140.00

FIUME
167

 #18, 20a, 1918 3k and 10k issues fine-very fine used on piece with
cds cancel. (photo)
..............................................................................................

$267.50

FRANCE
168
169
170

 #37, 1869 5fr gray lilac Napoleon III issue, trivial thin visible on
reverse otherwise fine-very fine used with Paris star cancel. (photo)
..............................................................................................
$825.00
 #126, 1900 gray violet and yellow Liberty & Peace issue, spot of gum
toning on reverse otherwise fine mint, lightly hinged. (photo)
..............................................................................................
$750.00
 #C1-2, 1927 Air Mail set complete, fine-very fine used. (photo)
..............................................................................................
$450.00

GERMAN NEW GUINEA
171  #7-19, 1901 Kaiser's Yacht set complete, very fine mint, lightly hinged.
(photo)
..............................................................................................

$263.25

GERMAN OFFICES IN TURKEY
172  #2, 3, 5, 6, 1884 surcharged issues, fine-very fine mint, lightly hinged.
(photo)
..............................................................................................
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GERMANY
173  Germany,
Germany, 1896 2pf brown and 3pf green Privbate Courier issues

174
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184

185





186 
187 

188 
189 
190 

191 
192 
193 
194



195 
196 
197 

Barmen-Elberfeld in full sheets of 100 each, fine-very fine mint, never
hinged and a bit fragile. (photo)
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$200.00
Germany,
Germany, early Customs and Clearance envelope postmarked St.
Marton be Lofer 5092 25.10.76-17, bit rough at right otherwise very
fine. (photo)
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$50.00
#1-3, 3a, 4, 6, 7, 1872 Imperial Eagle small shield issues, 5gr with
shorter perfs at bottom otherwise fine-very fine used. (photo)
...............................................................................................
$352.75
#14-16, 1872 Imperial Eagle large shield issues, very fine mint, lightly
hinged. (photo)
...............................................................................................
$142.50
#26, 1872 18kr bister Imperial Eagle large shield issue, fine-very fine
used with 1972 PF Certificate "genuine stamp with counterfeit
cancellation and thin spots." (photo)
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$100.00
#65C-74, 1902 Germania Heads set complete, fine-very fine mint,
lightly hinged. (photo)
...............................................................................................
$424.25
#69, 76, 1900 20pf ultra and 2m gray blue tied to registered cover
Dresden 8.8.17.5-6N to Turkey with Turkish receivers on reverse,
couple edge faults otherwise very fine. (photo)
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$50.00
#108, 1920 3pf red violet and red lower right margin block of four,
very fine mint, lightly hinged. This is Michel #110 I, €240. (photo)
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$100.00
#133, 1921 1.60m on 5pf brown, fine-very fine used. This is the
scarce shade listed in Michel as #154 Ia, €500. A pair of expertization
marks on reverse. (photo)
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$40.00
#398-400, 1933 Potsdam Day set complete, very fine mint, never
hinged. (photo)
...............................................................................................
$249.00
#401-414, 1933 Hindenburg set complete (14), very fine mint, never
hinged. (photo)
...............................................................................................
$900.00
#667-68, B309, 1949 Centenary of German Postage Stamps, the set
complete on a gorgeous cacheted and unaddressed Berlin 1.11.49-16
cover, very fine, beautiful item. (photo)
...............................................................................................
$120.00
#9N21-34, 1948-49 Occupation issue, the set complete overprinted
BERLIN diagonally in red, fine-very fine mint, lightly hinged. (photo)
...............................................................................................
$521.10
#9N61-63, 1949 Goethe set complete, very fine mint, never hinged.
(photo)
...............................................................................................
$300.00
#9N94-98, 1953 Berlin Bell set complete in upper right corner blocks
of six, (20pf with a bit of separation), very fine mint, never hinged.
(photo)
...............................................................................................
$465.00
#9N94-98, 1953 Berlin Bell set complete in blocks of four, very fine
mint, never hinged. (photo)
...............................................................................................
$310.00
#9NB3a, 1949 "Offering Plate and Berlin Bear" souvenir sheet,
appears very fine, never hinged though has several creases. (photo)
...............................................................................................
$900.00
#B3-4, 1922 Semi-postal set complete, very fine mint, never hinged.
These are the scarce varieties listed in Michel as #233 I and 234 III,
€195. (photo)
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$75.00
#B33, 1930 Philatelic Exhibition souvenir sheet, very fine mint, never
hinged. (photo)
............................................................................................... $1,200.00
#B33a-d, 1930 Philatelic Exhibition set complete, fine-very fine mint,
never hinged. (photo)
...............................................................................................
$270.00
#B44-48, 1932 Charity semi-postal set complete, fine-very fine mint,
never hinged. (photo)
...............................................................................................
$140.25
#B49-57, 1933 Semi-postal set complete, fine-very fine mint, lightly
hinged. (photo)
...............................................................................................
$304.90
#B58, 1933 overprinted semi-postal souvenir sheet, very fine mint,
never hinged. (photo)
............................................................................................... $5,250.00
#B68, 1935 semi-postal souvenir sheet, very fine mint, never hinged.
(photo)
...............................................................................................
$825.00
#B104, 1937 Hitler souvenir sheet with marginal inscriptions, very
fine mint, never hinged. (photo)
...............................................................................................
$240.00
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198  #B104, 1937 Hitler souvenir sheet with marginal inscriptions, very
fine mint, never hinged. (photo)
..............................................................................................
$240.00
199  #B106, 1937 Hitler overprinted souvenir sheet, very fine mint, never
hinged. (photo)
..............................................................................................
$250.00
200  #C35-37, 1928-31 Graf Zeppelin air mail set complete, very fine used.
(photo)
..............................................................................................
$120.00
201  #OL16, OL21, 1905 2pf gray blue and 25pf orange and black Local
Official issues for use in Baden, fine-very fine mint, never hinged.
Michel #D9, D14. (photo)
..............................................................................................
$87.50

HUNGARY
202  #C24-25, 1931 Air Mail set with Zeppelin 1931 overprint, fine-very
fine mint, lightly hinged. (photo)
..............................................................................................

$95.00

ITALY
203  1945 Private Post complete set of four values used on the frontier
between Italy and Switzerland at the end of WWII "Collegamento
Postale Frontiera Italo-Svizzera Zenna-Luino," very fine mint, never
hinged. Unlisted in Scott, rare set. (photo)
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$200.00

ITALY - AEGEAN ISLANDS
204  #C15-19, 1932 Air Mail set complete, very fine mint, lightly hinged.
(photo)
..............................................................................................

$225.00

LIECHTENSTEIN
205  #1-3, 1912 Prince Johann II set complete, very fine mint, 10h is
206

hinged, rest never hinged. (photo)
..............................................................................................
$212.50
 #54-69, 1921 commemorative set complete, fine-very fine mint,
lightly hinged. (photo)
..............................................................................................
$370.10

NEPAL
207  #60-64, 72-76, 1954 King Bikram and Map issues, the 2p to 12p
issues in singles and blocks of four, very fine mint, never hinged.
(photo)
..............................................................................................
$297.75

NETHERLANDS INDIES
208  #1, 1864 10c lake King William III imperforate issue mint, very fine

209

appearing with clear margins though toned gum and a couple of trivial
thins visible in fluid. (photo)
..............................................................................................
$450.00
 #1, 2, 1864 10c lake King William III imperforate issue very fine used
and 1868 10c lake King William III perforated issue, very fine used.
(photo)
..............................................................................................
$250.00

SWITZERLAND
210  #1, 1850 2½ black and red with black frame line around cross, clear
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margins on three sides and touching at left, fine-very fine used.
(photo)
.............................................................................................. $1,950.00
#2, 1850 2½ black and red with black frame line around cross, large
well balance margins on all sides, very fine used. (photo)
.............................................................................................. $1,800.00
#3, 1850 2½ black and red without black frame line around cross,
clear margins on three sides and touching at top, fine-very fine used.
(photo)
.............................................................................................. $3,250.00
#5, 1850 5r dark blue, black and red issue with full black frame line
around cross and clear margins on all sides. Just a trivial thin speck at
top visible in fluid (mentioned for the record), otherwise very fine used.
(photo)
.............................................................................................. $1,500.00
#7, 1850 5r dark blue, black and red without frame line around cross,
clear to touching margins, fine-very fine used. (photo)
..............................................................................................
$600.00
#8, 1850 10r yellow, black and red with clear margins on all sides,
very fine mint, no gum. (photo)
.............................................................................................. $1,150.00
#28, 1855 5r rose Sitting Helvetica issued tied by Zurich 15/AUG
60/7 A to cover, piece of bottom missing otherwise fine. (photo)
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$50.00
#35-40, 1853-62 Sitting Helvetica set complete fine-very fine used
with cds cancels. (photo)
..............................................................................................
$974.50

UNITED STATES
218  #65, 1861 3¢ rose Washington issue tied to cover New Haven Con

Jan/9 to New York. Stamp with unique double perforation at bottom,
cover with a couple edge faults otherwise fine-very fine. (photo)
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$50.00
219  #304, 1903 5¢ blue Lincoln issue, very fine mint, never hinged.
(photo)
..............................................................................................
$150.00
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220  #1246, 1964 5¢ Kennedy issue, a block of 20 (2 x 10) with a
dramatic print smear down the left side, very fine mint, never hinged.
(photo)
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$50.00

UNITED STATES – CONFEDERATE STATES OF AMERICA
221  #9, 1863 10¢ blue Jefferson Davis issue, very fine mint, heavy paper
hinge remnant. (photo)
...............................................................................................

$900.00

WEST NEW GUINEA
222  #3-5, 1962 5¢ chocolate and yellow (2), 7¢ orange red, and 10¢ aqua

and red brown (4), tied to cover by Hollandia 27.XII.62 cancels, very
fine. (photo)
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$25.00
223  #13, 1962 45¢ dark olive with inverted overprint, very fine mint, never
hinged. (photo)
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$25.00

ARGENTINA (BUENOS AIRES)
224  #2, 9, 12, 13, a selection of seven 1858-1862 issues, fine-very fine
used, possible reprints thus sold "as is." (photo)
...............................................................................................
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Britain, accumulation of used commemoratives in small stock
 Great Britain,

books, glassines, etc.
Floor Sale Only .....................................................................
Offer
Britain, accumulation of 200+ covers in three volumes with
 Great Britain,
FDC's and others issued 1966-1982.
Floor Sale Only .....................................................................
Offer

BRITISH COMMONWEALTH STAMPS
GREAT BRITAIN
239  #124, 1891 £1 green QV issue, very fine used. (photo)

..............................................................................................

Zealand, box full of mint stamps in glassines, sales
 Australia and New Zealand,

226 
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$905.00

BRITISH COMMONWEALTH
COLLECTIONS AND LARGE LOTS
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236  Papua New Guinea,
Guinea, a splendid mint and used collection of issues from
early to modern assembled on quadrille pages and housed in a binder.
Includes mint New Guinea #1-7, 7a, 7b, 8-11, 31-36, 42, C1-6, O1-5,
Papua New Guinea mint #7, 70, 93, 89-91, 92, 101-1-4, 107, 108,
used #105, 106, 110-113, 114-117, 122-136, 139-146, 158-163,
167-69, 188-198, then a high degree of completion through 2010, Air
Mails with mint #C1, C1d, used C3-4, C5-9 on registered FDC, mint
C5-15, J1-5, J7-14, O1-9 and much, much more. A nice clean
collection that is routinely very fine throughout and worthy of a close
review.
.............................................................................................. $3,576.30

cards, etc. Thousands, could be anything. Inspect.
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$100.00
Australia and New Zealand,
Zealand, a mint and used accumulation of issues
from early to modern housed in a duo of stock books and a pile of
stamp club sales sheets filling a carton. Lots of useful material here
including used commemorative issues from both countries, early KGV
issues, etc. Worth a close look. Inspect.
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$100.00
Australia and States,
States, all used collection of issues assembled on album
leaves. Runs from early Roo's through modern commemoratives plus a
nice range of States. Several hundred stamps all appearing fine-very
fine and plenty of useful throughout, lots of cancel interest. Inspect.
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$100.00
British Commonwealth,
Commonwealth, a mint and used two volume collection of "A-Z"
countries mounted on quadrille album pages. Loaded with material
from the reigns of KGV, KGVI, and QE. Filled with thousands of stamps
and includes mint and used singles, sets, etc. Too many items to
highlight as many countries themselves could be a lot. Close
inspection recommended.
............................................................................................... $6,592.16
British Commonwealth,
Commonwealth, all used accumulation with Barbados #8,
British Guiana #33E, British Honduras #3, Canada #42 with reverse
image on back, #51-54, 60, Great Britain #173, 179, 222, O34-37,
and Grenada #3. Some trivial faults, all fine-very fine appearing.
Inspect.
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$100.00
Great Britain,
Britain, accumulation of better used items on a pair of stock
cards. Includes #120-22, 126, 173, 179-80, 185-86, 203-4, 222-24,
249-51A, 268, 288 (3), 289, etc. Generally fine-very fine.
............................................................................................... $1,119.00
Great Britain,
Britain, a mint and used collection of issues housed in five
volumes. Runs from Victorian to QEII with several hundreds, used
through the early QE issues then mint with sets in blocks of four, intact
booklets, etc., etc. There's a high "face" count here as well as useful
plate numbers in the Victorian period. A close review will not be
disappointed!
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$250.00
Great Britain,
Britain, all used accumulation/stock of issues from Victorian
onward housed on stock pages and in glassines with hundreds, if not
a few thousand stamps in total. Few faults will be found, as expected
with this number of items though generally fine-very fine. Owner's
catalogue value is over $3,200.00.
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$200.00
Great Britain,
Britain, all mint accumulation of modern issues with intact
booklets, presentation packs, souvenir sheets, etc. mainly from the UK
but spotted a few Channel Islands issues as well. All very fine mint,
never hinged and a high "face" value. Inspect.
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$100.00
$100.00
Great Britain,
Britain, accumulation of thousands of used stamps all off paper
filling a shoe box, rich in commemoratives.
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$50.00
Malaya and States,
States, large shoebox full of thousands of stamps, all off
paper. Inspect.
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$75.00
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$750.00

 #139-141, 1902 2sh6p lilac, 5sh carmine rose and 10sh ultra KEVII

issues, couple light paper wrinkles visible on reverse (mentioned for
the record), otherwise very fine used. (photo)
..............................................................................................
$590.00
241  #209, 1929 £1 KGV black UPU issue, very fine used. (photo)
..............................................................................................
$700.00
242  #BK24, 1935 KGV Silver Jubilee issue intact booklet, very fine mint,
never hinged. (photo)
..............................................................................................
$100.00

INDIA - JIND STATE
243  #O4, 1885 ½p green overprinted SERVICE/JEEND/STATE, fine-very
fine mint, lightly hinged. (photo)
..............................................................................................

$150.00

INDIA - NABHA STATE
244  #22, 1897 2r brown and rose QV issue overprinted NABJA/STATE, few

specks of toning on gum otherwise very fine mint, lightly hinged.
(photo)
..............................................................................................
$210.00

JERSEY
245

 #N5, 1943 1½p brown German Occupation issue tied by Jersey 14
FE/44 cancels plus Germany #B219, B222, B232 tied by Feldpost
14.2.44 to Hamburg, very fine. (photo)
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$25.00

NEW ZEALAND
246
246  #2, 1855 2p QV issue, a Hausberg black proof on card, very fine,
247

never hinged. (photo)
$25.00
Est. Realization ....................................................................
 #C5, 1934 7p bright blue Air Mail issue tied to FFC Hasting N.Z. 12 FE
35 along with a pair of Australia KGV 1p green cancelled Sydney 17 FE
34 and Auckland 17 FE 34 receiver, tiny stain at bottom otherwise
very fine. (photo)
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$50.00

CAPE OF GOOD HOPE
248  #1-2, 1861 1p and 4p issues, interesting forgeries, the 1p in colour of
issue, the 4p in black, both very fine used. (photo)
Est. Realization ....................................................................

$50.00

BRITISH NORTH AMERICA
BRITISH NORTH AMERICA
249  a mint and used collection assembled on Scott Specialty album pages.

Includes mnt British Columbia #7, New Brunswick used #1, mint #611, Nova Scotia used #1-4, mint #8-13, P.E.I. #5-7, 9-12, 14-16. Usual
small faults as found on these earlier but fine-veryf ine appearing.
.............................................................................................. $2,175.00

NEW BRUNSWICK
250  #1, 1851 3d red with clear to touching margins, blue paper adhesion
251
252

covers back, fine used with a grid cancel. (photo)
..............................................................................................
$300.00
 #2, 1851 6d olive yellow with touching margins, fine mint, no gum.
(photo)
.............................................................................................. $3,000.00
 #9, 1860 10¢ vermilion QV issue tied by grid cancel, b/s Chatham SE
3 1866, W.O. DO???TOWN SP 8 1866 and St. John ??1866 to Boston,
fine-very fine. (photo)
..............................................................................................
$125.00
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NEWFOUNDLAND
253  a mint and used selection of issues assembled on sales cards.
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Includes mint #29, 36, 45, 46, 48, 49, 51, 58, 59, 72, 73, 78-85,
109-114, 131-144 (ex. 133), 145-159 (ex.158), 212-225 (212 is
used), and others. Generally fine-very fine.
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$250.00
a mint and used collection of issues assembled on Scott Specialty
pages. Includes mint #3, 5, 11A, 31, 32, 44, 47, 55, 61-71, 74, 83-85,
115-126, 226-29, 233-43, J1-6, used #26, 27, 29, 30, 38-40, 59,
and more. Generally fine or fine-very fine.
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$250.00
#11A, 18, 20-23, 3d green, 4d rose (2), 6d rose, 6½d rose, 8d rose,
and 1shrose (2), very fine mint, ogh (two are no gum). (photo)
...............................................................................................
$590.00
#87iv, 1910 1¢ green King James issue, the NFW variety in a block of
four with three normal, very fine used. (photo)
...............................................................................................
$89.00
#88-97, 1910 John Guy issue (minus 1¢ and 6¢ Type 1), fine-very fine
mint, hinge remnants. (photo)
...............................................................................................
$552.00
#104-114, 1911 Royal Family set complete, fine-very fine mint, hinge
remnants. (photo)
...............................................................................................
$332.00
#115-126, 1919 Trail of The Caribou set complete, fine mint, hinge
remnants. (photo)
...............................................................................................
$165.50
#115-126, 1919 Trail of The Caribou set complete, fine used. (photo)
(photo)
...............................................................................................
$146.85
#270iii, 1947 5¢ rose violet Cabot issue, an imperforate block of four
with security punch, trivial gum wrinkling otherwise very fine mint,
never hinged. (photo)
...............................................................................................
$300.00
#C6-8, 1931 Pictorial Air Mail issue, the unwatermarked set complete,
very fine mint, never hinged. Nice fresh copies. (photo)
...............................................................................................
$150.00
#C10, 1931 50¢ green Pictorial Air Mail issue on Aug 23, 1931 FFC to
the Postmaster, Halifax, NS, very fine. (photo)
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$50.00

PHILATELIC LITERATURE
264

265

266

267

Fundamentals of Philately,
Philately, Williams, 1971 second printing, 629 pages,
hb and well illustrated. As the name implies this covers the
fundamentals. This is a readily understandable and reasonably
comprehensive guide to the hobby. Like new.
Est. Realization
$50.00
Realization .....................................................................
thematic collector's reference material for preparing exhibits. Two
binders stuffed full of material on ships, airplanes, judging criteria, etc.
Inspect, there's great material here for the thematic collector.
...............................................................................................
Offer
selection of about 200 copies of The American Philatelist magazines
from 1942/2006 housed in five cartons. These are the journal of the
American Philatelic Society.
Floor Sale Only......................................................................
Offer
Only
Scott 2010 catalogues, vol's 1 to 6 complete plus a Unitrade for the
same year.
Floor Sale Only......................................................................
Offer
Only

PHILATELIC SUPPLIES
268
269
270
271
272
273
274
275
276
277
278

two boxes of plastic page protectors.
Floor Sale Only......................................................................
Offer
Only
two cartons full of used albums/binders.
Floor Sale Only......................................................................
Offer
Only
two plastic bins full of used mounts
Floor Sale Only
Offer
Only ......................................................................
carton with 30+ dealer six ring counter sales books.
Floor Sale Only......................................................................
Offer
Only
five cartons full of supplies and other stuff.
Floor Sale Only......................................................................
Offer
Only
carton full of 25 "like new" mint sheet files.
Floor Sale Only......................................................................
Offer
Only
carton full of miscellaneous supplies.
Floor Sale Only......................................................................
Offer
Only
carton full of packages of mounts in various sizes.
Floor Sale Only......................................................................
Offer
Only
carton full of miscellaneous supplies.
Floor Sale Only......................................................................
Offer
Only
carton with 7 "like new" Lindner cover albums.
Floor Sale Only......................................................................
Offer
Only
carton with a pair of Lighthouse albums, one Elbe album, 200 colour
charts for 10¢ Small Queens (retail $15 each), 1,500 gummed labels
for each of 3¢ and 5¢ Small Queens, 100 Calgary 1994 Centennial
Souvenir sheets (face value $500).
Floor Sale Only......................................................................
Offer
Only
-12-
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large plastic tub full of miscellaneous supplies. A real mess at first
glance but there's good stuff to be found if you have the nerve to dig
in!
Floor Sale Only .....................................................................
Offer
an old suitcase that "has seen the world" filled with miscellaneous
supplies. Suitcase may very well be worth more than the contents!
Floor Sale Only .....................................................................
Offer
Tarifold Display Stand,
Stand, with 30 pages plus a couple of spares. In great
shape, the cost on these new to a dealer is over $500.
Floor Sale Only .....................................................................
Offer

CANADA COLLECTIONS AND LARGE LOTS
282  a wonderful collection of the 1935 King George V Silver Jubilee issue
with singles, blocks, plate blocks, re-entries, re-touches, etc., etc.
Absolutely a splendid group which needs to be viewed to be
appreciated! Includes "Weeping Princess" used block of four, various
plate flaws on the 5¢ with Billig reference numbers, 12 plate blocks of
the 1¢, 11 of the 2¢, 15 of the 3¢, 6 of the 5¢, 7 of the 10¢, 5 of the
13¢, plus the set complete in mint and used blocks, Rock Island
precancels, and more. Very fine throughout. Inspect!
.............................................................................................. $3,698.50
283  collection of 1942 War issue plate blocks (99) with issues from 1¢ to
20¢. Better include #254 (matched sets plate 12, 15, 17-19, 20, 23,
#257 (pl. 1 UR), #258 (pl. 1 UL, UR, LL), #259 (pl. 1 UR, LL, LR), #260
(pl. 1 UL, UR, pl. 2 LL, LR), and many more. Fine-very fine mint, lightly
hinged and never hinged.
.............................................................................................. $1,910.15
284  all mint selection of blocks and plate blocks, including matched sets.
Includes #268 (8 plate blocks), 269 (8 plate blocks), 270 (4 plate
blocks), 271 (8 plate blocks), 272, 321 (6 plate blocks, blocks of four
and six), 334 plate 1 (six plate blocks), 334 plate 2 (4 plate blocks),
411 (9 blocks and a single), very fine mint never hinged.
.............................................................................................. $1,886.00
285  all mint collection of over 800 Official issue plate blocks overprinted G
between #O16/O49 housed in two volumes. Filled with better like
#O21, O22, O30, O31, O38, O45, and much more. There's plenty of
matched sets, plate numbers and positions, "Flying G" varieties, etc.
Very fine mint and mostly never hinged. Inspect.
Est. Realization
Realization .................................................................... $1,200.00
286  all mint accumulation of modern era issues in full sheets and large
multiples with values from 4¢ to $1, all very fine mint, never hinged.
Face value $1,500.00+.
Est. Realization .................................................................... $1,000.00
287  small mint and used (mostly) accumulation including mint #35, used
#21, 37-40, 45, 45a, 47, Newfoundland used #24, 26, 30 (faults, but
gorgeous socked-on-the-nose 255 cancel). Mostly fine or fine-very
fine. Owner's catalogue value.
..............................................................................................
$941.50
288  all mint accumulation of issues from 1950's through 2011 in singles,
blocks, booklets, souvenir sheets, etc., very fine mint, never hinged.
Face value $1375.00.
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$875.00
289  accumulation of high values from the Landscape Definitive series
(#599, 600, 601) in sheets and other multiples, very fine mint, never
hinged. Face value $1,110.00.
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$700.00
290  accumulation of mint issues from 1950's to 2000 in plate blocks,
blocks, booklets, mini and souvenir sheets, etc. Very fine, never
hinged with values to $8. Face value $1,060.00.
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$675.00
291  accumulation of mint issues from 1950's to 2000 in plate blocks,
blocks, booklets, mini and souvenir sheets, etc. Very fine, never
hinged with values to $2. Face value $1,050.00.
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$675.00
292  accumulation of modern issues in full and partial sheets from 1971
onward with values to $5, very fine mint, never hinged. Face value
$1,070.00.
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$675.00
293  accumulation of mint issues from 1950's to 2000 in plate blocks,
blocks, booklets, mini and souvenir sheets, etc. Very fine, never
hinged with values to $2. Face value $1,050.00.
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$675.00
294  accumulation of issues between #517/957 in partial sheets, blocks,
etc. with values to $5. Very fine mint, never hinged. Face value
$1,000.00.
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$650.00
295  accumulation of modern issues in full sheets, booklets, coil rolls, plate
blocks, etc. with values to $2.00, very fine mint, never hinged. Face
value $1,015.00.
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$650.00
296  accumulation of issues between #793/1175 in partial sheets, blocks,
etc. with values to $2. Very fine mint, never hinged. Face value
$1,030.00.
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$650.00
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297  accumulation of modern issues from the 1950's to the 1970's in plate
blocks, blocks, partial sheets, etc. with values to $5, very fine mint,
never hinged. Face value $1,060.00.
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$650.00
298  accumulation of issues between #457/1690 in partial sheets, blocks,
etc. with values to $2. Very fine mint, never hinged. Face value
$1,000.00.
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$650.00
299  collection of Air Mail and Air Mail Special Delivery plate blocks (27)
between #C5/C9, #CE1-4 with single corners and matched sets, very
fine mint, lightly hinged and never hinged.
...............................................................................................
$634.00
$634.00
300  accumulation of issues between #322/1300 in partial sheets, blocks,
etc. with values to $5. Very fine mint, never hinged. Face value
$960.00.
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$625.00
301  all mint collection of issues from 1990-2009 housed in four binders
with singles, sets, souvenir sheets, etc. Likely complete and did notice
some modest duplication on 2006-2008 period. Very fine mint, never
hinged, Face value $940.00.
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$600.00
302  a miscellaneous mint accumulation assembled on a double sided
stock page. Includes #53, KGV coils with singles and pairs, KGV
Revenues, 1938 Pictorials, Peace issue high values and a handful of
BNA on a single card. Fine-very fine worthwhile group.
...............................................................................................
$538.00
303  a mint and used collection from late 19th century to modern housed
in four volumes. Spotty in earlier but did see several useful. Main
value in modern era with likely $800+ in face value alone. Close
inspection will be rewarded.
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$500.00
304  a mint and used collection of issues from 1868 through 1968 housed
in a Minkus album. Sparce in earlier but includes mint #51-55, 66, 67,
70, 74-77, 88, 89-91, 96-99, 104-115, 117-120, 125-28, 126, 129,
135, 149-159, 162-177, 178-83, 195-201, 205-7, 211-16, 217-227,
228-30, 241-45, 249-262, 263-67, 268-73, 302, O1-8, O10, plus a
range of Air Mails, Postage Dues and others. Routinely fine-very fine
throughout. A nice clean collection.
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$500.00
305  a mint and used accumulation/stock of Official overprinted issues
either O.H.M.S. or G housed in a pair of stock books. Loaded with
useful including mint and used singles and blocks. Much too
numerous to mention everything so a few highlights are used #O11
(3), O32 (16), mint plate blocks #O1 (5), O3 (2), O4 (6), O6 (7 inc.
matched set plate 1), O7, O8 (10 inc. matched set plate 1), CO1 (3),
CO2, EO1 (3), plus range of KGVI "Postes-Postage" issues, QE Karsh
issues, and much more. Routinely very fine throughout and an
inspection will appreciated the material present. (photo)
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$500.00
306  all mint accumulation of mostly modern era annual year packs
purchased from the post office and still unopened. Very fine mint,
never hinged. Face value $800.00
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$475.00
307  all mint collection of plate blocks (197) from 1930-1947. Filled with
useful and better items including #164, 165, 166, 172, 175 (no gum),
190, 191, 192, 195-197, 199, 208, 209, 210, 217-19, 222-224, 268271, and others with many in matched sets. Duplication in issues due
to different plate positions and numbers, fine-very fine, lightly hinged
and never hinged.
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$450.00
308  a mint and used accumulation of issues from Small Queens to 1970's.
Includes used #36 (strip of 3 on piece with Toronto squared circle
precursor, 47 (2 copies with cds cancels), 73, 83 (3), 97a (hairlines),
F1c (imperforate single), mint #14 (no gum), 34, 35, 135, 85, 86, 87,
88, 96 (block of 6), 103 (2), 114 block of four, 161 pair with paste
end, 160-61 pairs, 139-40, 141-48, 195-201, 205-7 pairs, 226, 227,
228-30 pairs, 241-45, 262, 302, C1-9, CE1-4, O25, O27, and more.
Generally fine-very fine. (photo)
(photo)
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$450.00
309  a mint (mainly) and used collection of issues from 1859 through 1971
assembled on Minkus album pages. Includes used #14, 15 (2), 17-20,
then mint #34-37, 50-60, 74-77, 87, 98-101,104-110, 112-115, 117122, 135, 139-140, 155-57, 159, 174-177, 195-201, 211-16, 226,
241-45, 249-262, 268-273, 302, plus Air Mail, Postage Due, Special
Delivery, and Official issues. Generally fine-very fine.
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$450.00
310  lovely all mint collection/accumulation of the 1967 Centennial issue
with issues from 1¢ to $1 housed in four volumes. There's a great
variety of material here with issues identified by paper, tagging, and
gum along with mini-panes and booklet panes. One volume is strictly
plate blocks with 24 copies of the $1 value. One volume a collection
also with 1¢ to $1 values and they too identified by paper, tagging,
and gum. The remaining two volumes with singles, blocks and
multiples sorted by denomination. Routinely very fine throughout and
the vast majority are never hinged. A great lot for the student of this
issue. Inspect!
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$400.00
-13-
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311  all mint accumulation of modern issues in full sheets and souvenir
sheets housed in a duo of mint sheet files, very fine, never hinged.
Face value $610.00.
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$375.00
312  collection of used issues from Small Queens through 1978 housed in
a trio of Lindner albums. Lots of useful material with nice cancels
including 8¢ and 10¢ Small Queens with socked-on-the-nose cancels,
5¢ Registration with fancy W cancel, QV Leafs to 8¢, Numerals and
Edwards to 10¢, 8¢ Jubilee, useful Admirals including 4¢ on uprated
postal card to Germany, Registered postal stationery envelope #RE1
Flat Valley, Sask To Germany with Plat Valley and Loon Lake, Sask
transits, and highly complete from 1930's through 1978 with singles
and plate blocks, etc. Unusual to see this many used plate blocks in a
collection. Few scattered faults but generally fine-very fine, a nice
collection. Includes a few used (empty) stock books.
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$300.00
313
313  collection of O.H.M.S. Official issue plate blocks #O1/E01 (35),
includes #O3 (LL), O4 (UL, LR), O6 (UL, UR, LR), O7 (UL, UR, LR), O8
(LR), CO1 (matched set), EO1 (UL, UR, LR), very fine mint, mostly never
hinged.
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$250.00
314  all mint collection of plate blocks with Special Delivery issues (13),
Postage Dues (38), and OHMS perfin (1). Includes #E6, E7 (2), E9,
E10 (matched set), E11 (4), plenty of Dues in matched sets, and
O250. Routinely very fine and mostly never hinged.
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$200.00
315  a mint and used accumulation from Small Queens to modern housed
 in a trio of stock books and a folder of BNA. Contains mint modern
"face" material (likely a few hundred dollars) with values to $8, about
100 FDC's cacheted and unaddressed, and useful used. Be sure to
review.
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$200.00
316  a mint (mostly) and used accumulation of back-of-the-book issues with
Air Mail, Air Mail Special Delivery, and Special Delivery issues in
singles, blocks and plate blocks. Includes mint #C9, CE1-4, E9-11 with
140 items in total, very fine and the mint never hinged.
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$200.00
317  all used collection of issues from 1859 through 2004 on album leaves
and housed in five binders. Includes #14, 15, 18, 24, 25, 27, 46, 47,
66-72, 74-83, 89-95, 104-122, mostly complete 141-262, plus backof-the-book issues. Few scattered fauls may be found but generally
fine-very fine and excellent basis for expansion.
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$150.00
318  accumulation of used high value issues including 52 copies of #411
(unchecked for papers), $1 and $2 Olympics (both issues), $1
Vancouver, $8 Grizzly, $10 Whale, etc. with over 200 stamps in total
both singles and blocks, fine-very fine.
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$150.00
319  all mint accumulation/stock of 1967 Centennial issues, mainly in
matched sets of plate blocks with the set complete from 1¢ to $1
values, many times over. We note at least 6 matched sets of the $1
value. Unchecked for gum and paper varieties, very fine mint, never
hinged.
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$150.00
320  collection of mint and used Air Mail Special Delivery issues, #CE1-4
with a mint matched set of plate blocks of each issue plus others of
each in singles, blocks, used plate blocks and more. Nice clean
collection, very fine.
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$150.00
321  all mint accumulation of mostly modern issues housed in a duo of
 albums and mint sheets in a folder (Face $60) along with a binder of
43 First Flight Covers with lots of useful frankings. There's a total
aggregate face value here and along with the covers should be a
bargain at the estimate.
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$100.00
322  collection of 1927 Confederation issue with #143 imprint blocks of
four, plate A-1 and A-3, #144 with three imprint strips of four plate A-1,
an imprint block of four and plate block, plate A-3, fine-very fine mint,
never hinged or lightly hinged.
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$100.00
323  accumulation of over 40 used blocks of four, mainly higher value items
with #273, 302, and other $1 and $2 items, very fine used. (photo)
Est. Realization
$50.00
Realization ....................................................................
324  box full of on and off paper mixture from Victorian onward. Spotted
Small Queens on chunks of paper that would have been outstanding
rate covers! Several hundreds, take a look.
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$25.00

CANADA FLOOR SALE LOTS
325  carton full of miscellaneous with mint sheets, used stamps, covers,
 etc. Inspect.
Floor Sale Only .....................................................................
Offer
326  carton with two shoe boxes full of stamps and covers.
Floor Sale Only .....................................................................
Offer
327  box of souvenir stuff isssued by the Post Office. Stated to catalogue
 $1,400.00.
Floor Sale Only .....................................................................
Offer
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 carton of on paper mixture.
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 carton full of modern issues on piece, thousands and good for cancels

Floor Sale Only......................................................................
Only
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352
Offer

from coast-to-coast with towns, MOON, MOTO, POCON, etc.
Offer
Floor Sale Only......................................................................
Only
carton full of on paper mixture.
Floor Sale Only......................................................................
Offer
Only
carton full of miscellaneous remainders, stamps in stock books, etc.
Floor Sale Only......................................................................
Offer
Only
carton full of on paper mixture.
Floor Sale Only......................................................................
Offer
Only
carton with Post Office Annual collections, souvenir and
commemorative covers and post cards. Inspect.
Floor Sale Only......................................................................
Offer
Only
property as received in large plastic tub with mint and used stamps,
Post Office annual collections, ephemera, and more. Inspect.
Floor Sale Only......................................................................
Offer
Only
carton full of modern commercial mail and loaded with town cancels
from coast-to-coast. Inspect.
Floor Sale Only......................................................................
Offer
Only
carton full of modern commercial mail and loaded with town cancels
from coast-to-coast, MOON, MOTO, POCON, etc. Inspect.
Floor Sale Only......................................................................
Offer
Only
carton full of modern issues on piece, thousands and good for cancels
from coast-to-coast with towns, POCON, MOON, MOTO, etc.
Floor Sale Only......................................................................
Offer
Only
carton full of modern commercial mail and loaded with town cancels
from Northern Ontario, MOON, MOTO, POCON, etc. Inspect.
Floor Sale Only......................................................................
Offer
Only
carton full of modern commercial mail and loaded with Klussendorf
cancels from coast-to-coast. Inspect.
Floor Sale Only......................................................................
Offer
Only
carton full of modern commercial mail and loaded with town cancels
from coast-to-coast, POCON, MOON, MOTO, etc. Inspect.
Floor Sale Only......................................................................
Offer
Only
carton full of modern commercial mail and loaded with POCON,
MOON, MOTO, etc. with plenty from Western Canada. Inspect.
Floor Sale Only......................................................................
Offer
Only
accumulation of First Day Covers and others housed in 6 albums.
FDC's from #317/1440 with singles and blocks, values to $2,
cacheted and majority are unaddressed.
Floor Sale Only......................................................................
Offer
Only

CANADA POSTAL HISTORY
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 accumulation of over 200 covers from stampless to 1950's. Includes



advertising, air mails, town cancels, slogans, early FDC's, etc. with
much of use to be found. Some a bit rough at edges from opening but
generally fine-very fine. Close inspection recommended as there is
plenty of interesting material here.
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$400.00
Private Money Packet, Seaforth Ontario to Goderich Ontario with label
"Money Packet by the American Express Co. From Seaforth, Ontario."
Contents imply cash was enclosed in settlement of a debt. Cover is a
bit rough but these Private Money Packets are very scarce and seldom
seen. (photo)
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$350.00
accumulation of 150+ KGVI era covers housed in plastic sleeves. Wide
range of material including Mufti, War issue, advertising, registered,
OHMS, Free, etc. and loaded with town cancels, slogans, etc.
Generally fine-very fine.
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$200.00
a group of 19 KEVII illustrated advertising covers with Clothing, Food,
Grain, Hardware, Manufacturing, etc., generally fine-very fine. (photo)
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$200.00
a group of 19 KEVII illustrated advertising covers with Clothing, Food,
Grain, Hardware, Hotels, Insurance, etc., generally fine-very fine.
(photo)
Est. Realization
$200.00
Realization .....................................................................
a group of 11 Small Queen illustrated advertising covers, with Food,
Hardware, etc., generally fine-very fine. (photo)
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$150.00
a group of 8 Small Queen registered covers, 1875-1883 with towns
like Gorrie, Comber, Gordon, Seaforth, etc., seven franked with 3¢
orange red and 2¢ vermilkion registration issue and one with 3¢ and
2¢ green issues, mostly fine-very fine with a variety of back stamps.
(photo)
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$150.00
accumulation of 43 covers from QV to QE. Includes rates with
domestic and international, cancels, used and unused postal cards,
Royal Train, and other interesting, fine-very fine.
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$100.00
a selection of 8 KGV Admiral illustrated ad covers with Fish, Food,
Publishing, etc., generally fine-very fine. (photo)
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$100.00
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 a group of 18 Small Queen covers 1875-1891 with 1¢, 2¢, and 3¢

frankings. Includes shades, town cancels, etc. Interesting group as a
close inspection will show. Mostly fine-very fine. (photo)
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$100.00
a selection of 17 covers from Victorian through KGVI with a diverse
range of material including advertising, cancels with squared circles,
RPO's, censored, etc., etc. Fine-very fine. (photo)
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$100.00
a replacement set of First Day Covers for #284-288, all with blocks of
four to the same address in Toronto, very fine. (photo)
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$100.00
accumulation of 50+ KGV Admiral era covers. Includes advertising,
registered, etc., etc. with plenty of town, duplex, and slogan cancels.
Some a bit rough from opening but mostly fine-very fine with many
very fine. Inspect. (photo)
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$100.00
a selection of 5 London, Ontario illustrated advertising covers
"Gorman, Eckert & Co. Limited," with various London, Ontario cancels
from 1916 to 1935, franked with Admiral, Medallion, and 1935 Silver
Jubilee issues, fine-very fine and the reverse of each also with
illustrated advertising. (photo)
Est. Realization
$100.00
Realization ....................................................................
a trio of 1930 FFC's all franked with #C1. Each with a cancellation
error including missing hub, missing cancel so struck with fancy X,
dual cancel on top of one another from sending and receiving cities.
Very fine and unusual if not rare! (photo)
Est. Realization
$100.00
Realization ....................................................................
a group of 8 Queen Victoria illustrated ad covers with Food, Hotels,
Tread, etc., generally fine-very fine. (photo)
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$100.00
accumulation of 400-500 covers from Victorian to modern collected
for cancels. Includes towns, machine cancels, WWII blackouts,
slogans, etc., plus cc advertising, seals, etc. Generally fine-very fine.
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$80.00
accumulation of 275+ First Day Covers issued in the 1970's and
1980's mostly with plate blocks, cacheted and unaddressed, plus a
few transatlantic rate covers scattered throughout, very fine.
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$75.00
a group of 11 covers from the Viet Nam War era, all with 1973 dates,
7 different cachets and all franked with Viet Nam stamps. From the
Canadian Delegation in Viet Nam. Bright and colourful group, very fine.
(photo)
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$75.00
a group of 38 covers or post cards running from Victorian to 1960's.
Includes rates to Europe, Western Yukon and NWT cancels, etc. Mostly
fine-very fine. Inspect.
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$50.00
accumulation with 15 Small Queen covers and one Large Queen
cover. Mixed condition but good for shades, cancels, etc. Inspect.
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$50.00
a group of 7 covers from the Viet Nam War era, cacheted and all
franked with Canadian stamps and 1973 dates. From the Canadian
Delegation in Viet Nam with CFPO 5005 cancels (4), and US Army or
Navy cancels (3), very fine. (photo)
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$50.00
Canada #EN69d, 5¢ on 3¢ pale mauve revalued issue, #10, offset,
sixteen unused copies each misprinted with the revaluation partially
on the stamps impression, very fine. (photo)
..............................................................................................
$120.00
London, Ontario,
Ontario, a group of 289 covers from the 1917 to 1970's
(mostly earlier) all with illustrated or cc advertising. A tremendous
range of companies represented with very little duplication. Also
spotted Postage Due, Foreign Exchange Control Board, etc. Fine-very
fine. (photo)
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$400.00
London, Ontario,
Ontario, a group of 25 covers, 1867 to 1890 all with cc
advertising, embossed back, etc. Some stamps oxidized but a nice
group of early ad covers, mostly fine-very fine. (photo)
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$200.00
London, Ontario,
Ontario, a group of 19 post cards, postal stationery cards, or
Private Post Cards all with illustrated advertising or a picture of the
City, fine-very fine. (photo)
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$150.00
London, Ontario,
Ontario, a selection of 34 business envelopes (mostly #10
size) 1880's to 1940's with illustrated or cc advertising, good variety
and fine-very fine. (photo)
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$100.00
London, Ontario,
Ontario, a selection of 35 Admiral era covers with either
illustrated or cc advertising, all different and fine-very fine.
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$100.00
London, Ontario,
Ontario, a selection of 65 covers from the 1930's and 1940's
with illustrated or cc advertising, all differnet (photo)
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$100.00
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Ontario, a group of 22 illustrated ad covers or illustrated
 London, Ontario,
Private Post Cards 1890-1898 with a variety of companies and
cancels including orb, RPO, squared circles, duplex, etc. Few faults but
mostly fine-very fine. (photo)
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$100.00
Ontario, a group of 14 illustrated advertising covers 1939 London, Ontario,
1948, fine-very fine with good variety. (photo)
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$75.00

CANADA STAMPLESS COVERS
374

 a group of 15 stampless covers, 1844-1872 with various rates,

375



376



377



378



markings, and cancels. Cancels include Bayfield, Crosbys Corners,
Leamington, Toronto, etc. Some mixed condition though mostly fine or
better.
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$100.00
a group of 15 stampless covers, 1834-1863 with various rates,
markings, and cancels. Some mixed condition though mostly fine or
better.
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$100.00
a group of 4 REGISTERED stampless covers, 1857-1874 with various
markings. Cancels include B & L H R WEST AU 17 65, G.W.R. MAIN
LINE WEST/JA 19 74, House of Assembly AP 1 1873, etc. Some mixed
condition though generally fine. 0
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$50.00
a group of 5 stampless covers 1832-1855, with various rates and
markings. Includes Cainsville, Goderich, Malden, Niagara, , fine-very
fine. (photo)
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$50.00
London, Ontario,
Ontario, a selection of 3 stampless covers, Nov 9 1844 red
double slplit ring, MAR 21 1846 black double split ring, both to Port
Sarnia and PM/MR 7/68 to New York and h/s Canada 10cts and
boxed U.S. 10 cts. The latter a bit rough at right from opening
otherwise fine-very fine. (photo)
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$65.00

CANADA POSTAL STATIONERY
379

 a group of 11 postal stationery cards 1900-1935 all with text
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advertising on reverse (English and French), variety of cancels
including RPO, slogan, etc., fine-very fine.
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$50.00
#P11, 1893 1¢ black cancelled London AM/AP 24/98, reverse is allover advertising for Hellmuth Ladies College, very fine. (photo)
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$25.00
#P14, 1¢ black QV postal card, Toronto JY 13/97 to Stratford, reverse
with iilustrated advertising "The People's Cyclopaedia William Briggs,"
very fine. (photo)
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$25.00
#P23, a group of 35 1¢ rose KEVII postal cards all with text
advertising on reverse, cancels from coast-to-coast with plenty of
Western Canada (five are unused), fine-very fine. 0
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$60.00
#P27g, 1¢ green KGV postal card, type 6, Die II with Toronto, Ont. JUL
6/7:30 PM/1915 slogan cancel to RUSSIA, very fine. (photo)
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$50.00
#P51b, ½¢ blue KGV Medallion issue precancelled illustrated
advertising postal card " Ritholz Glasses," very fine. (photo)
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$50.00
London, Ontario,
Ontario, a selection of 55 postal stationery cards 1872-1897
all with text advertising on reverse, good variety and a range of
cancels. Inspect. (photo)
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$150.00
$150.00
London, Ontario,
Ontario, a selection of 56 postal cards used and unused from
KGV to KGVI all with some form of text advertising ormeeting notices
on the reverse. Fine-very fine with good variety.
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$100.00
London, Ontario,
Ontario, a selection of 30 postal stationery cards 1887-1916
all with either illustrated or text advertising on the reverse, variety of
cancels, fine-very fine. (photo)
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$100.00
London, Ontario,
Ontario, a group of 8 postal stationery cards 1939-1956 all
with illustrated advertising on reverse, six are multicoloured, fine-very
fine. (photo)
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$100.00
London, Ontario,
Ontario, a group of 8 postal stationery cards 1881-1903 all
with illustrated advertising backs for various companies, very fine.
(photo)
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$100.00
London, Ontario,
Ontario, a group of 16 illustrated ad covers all with 1930's
dates and front or back (or both) advertising, fine-very fine. (photo)
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$100.00

CANADA PLATE BLOCKS
391  #90a, 1903 2¢ carmine KEVII imperforate upper plate block of eight,
OTTAWA-No-13, very fine mint, never hinged. (photo)
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$250.00
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392  #112a, 1924 5¢ violet KGV Admiral issue, wet printing on thin paper,
upper plate block of eight, OTTAWA-No-A 21 940 V, very fine mint, two
stamps lightly hinged, balance never hinged. (photo)
..............................................................................................
$360.00
393  #114, 1911 7¢ red brown Admiral issue upper plate block of ten with
T-7-OTTAWA-NoA 8 933 P imprint, very fine mint, never hinged. (photo)
..............................................................................................
$350.00
394  #136, 1924 1¢ yellow KGV Admiral imperforate upper plate block of
eight T-3 OTTAWA-No-A 179 901 AF, very fine mint, never hinged.
(photo)
..............................................................................................
$500.00
395  #151, 1928 3¢ dark carmine KGV Scroll issue, upper plate block of six
OTTAWA-NoA-1 - 944-C-M, fine-very fine, light hinge in selverdge,
stamps never hinged. (photo)
..............................................................................................
$250.00
396  #155, 1928 10¢ green KGV Scroll issue, upper plate block of six, faint
OTTAWA-No.A-3, very fine mint, never hinged. (photo)
..............................................................................................
$165.00
397  #157, 1929 20¢ dark carmine KGV Scroll issue, upper plate block of
six OTTAWA No.A-1-935-A-I, couple light toning spots on bottom perfs
otherwise very fine mint, lightly hinged. (photo)
..............................................................................................
$375.00
398  #171, 1930 8¢ dark blue KGV Arch issue, plate 1 upper right, very fine
mint, hinge remnant on one stamp. (photo)
..............................................................................................
$180.00
399  #174, 1930 12¢ grey black KGV Arch issue plate 1 lower right, very
fine mint, never hinged. (photo)
..............................................................................................
$180.00
400  #192i, 1932 3¢ red Economic Conference issue, the "broken E"
variety in a plate 1 block of ten, bit of separation otherwise fine-very
fine mint, lightly hinged. (photo)
..............................................................................................
$150.00
401  #193, 1932 5¢ blue Economic Conference issue, matched set plate
1, some gum glazing otherwise fine-very fine mint, lightly hinged.
(photo)
..............................................................................................
$285.00
402  #198, 1932 4¢ ochre KGV Medallion issue plate 1 upper left block of
six, fine-very fine mint, never hinged. (photo)
..............................................................................................
$425.00
403  #198, 1932 4¢ ochre KGV Medallion issue plate 2 lower left, fine-very
fine mint, never hinged. (photo)
..............................................................................................
$350.00
404  #202, 1933 5¢ dark blue Parliament Buildings issue plate 1 upper
left and plate 2 upper right (2), very fine mint, lightly hinged. (photo)
..............................................................................................
$225.00
405  #203, 1933 20¢ brown red Grain Exhibition overprint issue plate 1
upper right, very fine mint, lightly hinged. (photo)
..............................................................................................
$300.00
406  #204, 1933 5¢ dark blue Royal William issue, plate 1 upper left and
right, very fine mint, lightly hinged. (photo)
..............................................................................................
$150.00
407  #209, 1934 10¢ olive green Loyalists Statue issue, plate 1 upper
right, very fine mint, never hinged. (photo)
..............................................................................................
$240.00
408  #211-216, 1935 KGV Silver Jubilee set complete, a selection of plate
blocks with 1¢ (7), 2¢ (3), 5¢, 10¢ (2), and 13¢ (2), very fine mint,
mostly never hinged. (photo)
..............................................................................................
$675.25
409  #225, 1935 20¢ olive green Pictorial issue plate one upper block of
six, very fine mint, never hinged. (photo)
..............................................................................................
$250.00
410  #235, 1937 5¢ blue KGVI "Mufti" issue, plate 2 and 3 lower right, very
fine mint, never hinged. (photo)
..............................................................................................
$180.00
411  #241-243, 1938 Pictorial issues with 10¢ dark carmine (pl. 2, LR),
10¢ rose carmine, (pl. 1, UL, UR, LL, pl. 2 UR), 13¢ deep blue (pl. 1
LL), and 20¢ red brown (pl. 1 UR, pl. 2 LL), very fine mint lightly
hinged. (photo)
..............................................................................................
$667.50
412  #244, 1938 50¢ green Pictorial issue, plate 1 lower right, very fine
mint, never hinged. (photo)
..............................................................................................
$375.00
413  #244, 1938 50¢ green Pictorial issue, plate 1 upper right, very fine
mint, never hinged. (photo)
..............................................................................................
$300.00
414  #245i, 1938 $1 analine violet Pictorial issue, plate 1 lower left, very
fine mint, never hinged. (photo)
..............................................................................................
$750.00
415  #252, 1942 3¢ rose violet War issue, matched set plate 18, LL with
crease in left selvedge otherwise very fine mint, lightly hinged. (photo)
..............................................................................................
$360.00
416  #257, 1942 10¢ brwon War issue, matched set plate 1,very fine mint,
never hinged. (photo)
..............................................................................................
$200.00
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 #261, 1942 50¢ violet War issue, plate 1 upper right, very fine mint,
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lightly hinged. (photo)
...............................................................................................
$241.00
#261, 1942 50¢ violet War issue, plate 1 lower left, fine-very fine
mint, lightly hinged. (photo)
...............................................................................................
$240.00
#261, 1942 50¢ violet War issue, plate 1 upper left, very fine mint,
lightly hinged. (photo)
...............................................................................................
$240.00
#262, 1942 $1 deep blue War issue, plate 1 lower left, very fine mint,
lightly hinged. (photo)
...............................................................................................
$600.00
#262, 1942 $1 deep blue War issue, plate 1 lower right, very fine
mint, lightly hinged. (photo)
...............................................................................................
$600.00
#262, 1942 $1 deep blue War issue, plate 1 upper left, very fine mint,
never hinged. (photo)
...............................................................................................
$600.00
#262, 1942 $1 deep blue War issue, plate 1 upper right, very fine
mint, lightly hinged. (photo)
...............................................................................................
$600.00
#271, 1946 50¢ dark green Peace issue, matched set plate 1, very
fine mint, lightly hinged. (photo)
...............................................................................................
$600.00
#271, 1946 50¢ dark green Peace issue, plate 1 upper right, very fine
mint, lightly hinged. (photo)
...............................................................................................
$150.00
#272, 1946 50¢ Lumbering issue plate 1 matched set, bit of
separation in selvedge upper right, otherwise very fine mint, never
hinged. (photo)
...............................................................................................
$600.00
#272, 1946 $1 red violet Peace issue, plate 1 lower right, very fine
mint, never hinged. (photo)
...............................................................................................
$300.00
#272, 1946 $1 red violet Peace issue, plate 1 upper left, very fine
mint, never hinged. (photo)
...............................................................................................
$300.00
#272, 1946 $1 red violet Peace issue, plate 1 lower right, very fine
mint, lightly hinged. (photo)
...............................................................................................
$300.00
#272, 1946 $1 red violet Peace issue, plate 1 upper right, very fine
mint, lightly hinged. (photo)
...............................................................................................
$300.00
#272, 1946 $1 red violet Peace issue, plate 1 lower left, very fine
mint, small paper adhesion in selvedge and hinge remnant. (photo)
...............................................................................................
$300.00
#273, 1946 $1 Train Ferry issue, plate 1 upper left, very fine mint,
never hinged. (photo)
...............................................................................................
$300.00
#273, 1946 $1 Train Ferry issue, plate 1 upper right, very fine mint,
never hinged. (photo)
...............................................................................................
$300.00
#273, 1946 $1 Train Ferry issue, plate 1 lower right, very fine mint,
never hinged. (photo)
...............................................................................................
$300.00
#273, 1946 $1 Train Ferry issue, plate 1 lower left, very fine mint,
never hinged. (photo)
...............................................................................................
$300.00
$300.00
#302, 1951 $1 Fishing Resources, lower right plate 1, very fine mint,
never hinged. (photo)
...............................................................................................
$300.00
#302, 1951 $1 Fishing Resources, upper left plate 1, very fine mint,
lightly hinged in selvedge. (photo)
...............................................................................................
$300.00
#302, 1951 $1 Fishing Resources, upper right plate 1, very fine mint,
lightly hinged. (photo)
...............................................................................................
$300.00
#302, 1951 $1 Fishing Resources, lower left plate 1, very fine mint,
lightly hinged. (photo)
...............................................................................................
$300.00
#1250ii, 1989 38¢ Infantry Regiments, upper left plate block, very
fine mint, never hinged. (photo)
...............................................................................................
$250.00
#1250ii, 1989 38¢ Infantry Regiments, lower left plate block, very
fine mint, never hinged. (photo)
...............................................................................................
$250.00
#C1, 1928 5¢ olive brown Air Mail issue upper plate OTTAWA-No.A-1
915-A, very fine mint, lightly hinged. (photo)
...............................................................................................
$175.00
#C1i, 1928 5¢ brown olive Air Mail issue upper OTTAWA-No.A-2 915-A
with "Swollen Breast" variety, very fine mint, hinge remnants. (photo)
...............................................................................................
$250.00
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444  #C3, 1932 6¢ on 5¢ brown olive Air Mail issue upper OTTAWA-No.A-1
915-A, very fine mint, never hinged. (photo)
..............................................................................................
$150.00
445  #C3, 1932 6¢ on 5¢ brown olive Air Mail issue upper OTTAWA-No.A-2
915-A, very fine mint, hinge remnants. (photo)
..............................................................................................
$150.00
446  #C3, 1932 6¢ on 5¢ brown olive Air Mail issue upper OTTAWA-No.A-2
915-A, very fine mint, light hinge remnant. (photo)
..............................................................................................
$150.00
447  #C8, 1943 7¢ deep blue Air Mail issue plate 5 lower left, very fine
mint, lightly hinged. (photo)
..............................................................................................
$187.50
448  #E6, 1935 20¢ dark carmine upper plate block of six CANADIAN BANK
NOTE CO. OTTAWA No. 1, with "T.E" variety, very fine mint, never
hinged. (photo)
..............................................................................................
$150.00
449  #E6, 1935 20¢ dark carmine upper plate block of six CANADIAN BANK
NOTE CO. OTTAWA No. 1, very fine mint, never hinged. (photo)
..............................................................................................
$150.00
450  #E6, 1935 20¢ dark carmine Special Delivery issue plate 1 lower left,
very fine mint, never hinged. (photo)
..............................................................................................
$112.50
451  #E8, 1938 20¢ dark carmine upper left plate block of six CANADIAN
BANK NOTE CO. OTTAWA No. 1 with guide arrow in upper left corner,
very fine mint, never hinged. (photo)
..............................................................................................
$325.00
452  #CO2, EO2, 1950 7¢ Canada Goose overprinted G, plate 1 upper left,
and 10¢ Special Delivery issue overprinted G, plate 1 upper right, very
fine mint, never hinged. (photo)
..............................................................................................
$200.00
453  #O2, 1949 2¢ brown War issue overprinted O.H.M.S. plate 4 matched
set, very fine mint, never hinged. (photo)
..............................................................................................
$525.00
454  #O2, 1949 2¢ brown KGVI War issue overprinted O.H.M.S. plate 4
upper right, very fine mint, never hinged. (photo)
..............................................................................................
$125.00
455  #O4, 1949 4¢ dark carmine War issue overprinted O.H.M.S. plate 50,
lower right, very fine mint, never hinged. (photo)
..............................................................................................
$250.00
456  #O8, 1949 20¢ Combine overprinted O.H.M.S. plate 2 matched set,
very fine mint, never hinged. (photo)
..............................................................................................
$440.00
457  #O8, 1949 20¢ Peace issue overprinted O.H.M.S., matched set plate
2, very fine mint, never hinged. (photo)
..............................................................................................
$355.00
458  #O8, 1949 20¢ Combine overprinted O.H.M.S. plate 1 matched set,
very fine mint, never hinged. (photo)
(photo)
..............................................................................................
$355.00
459  #O10, 1949 $1 Train Ferry overprinted O.H.M.S., plate 1 lower left,
very fine mint, never hinged. (photo)
..............................................................................................
$450.00
460  #O10, 1949 $1 Train Ferry overprinted O.H.M.S. plate 1 upper left,
very fine mint, never hinged. (photo)
..............................................................................................
$450.00
461  #O10, 1949 $1 Train Ferry overprinted O.H.M.S., plate 1 lower left,
very fine mint, never hinged. (photo)
..............................................................................................
$450.00
462  #O10, 1949 $1 Train Ferry overprinted O.H.M.S. plate 1 lower left,
very fine mint, lightly hinged. (photo)
..............................................................................................
$450.00
$450.00
463  #O10, 1949 $1 Train Ferry overprinted O.H.M.S., plate 1 upper left,
very fine mint, lightly hinged. (photo)
..............................................................................................
$450.00
464  #O10, 1949 $1 Train Ferry overprinted O.H.M.S. plate 1 lower right,
very fine mint, never hinged. (photo)
..............................................................................................
$450.00
465  #O10, 1949 $1 Train Ferry overprinted O.H.M.S. plate 1 upper right,
very fine mint, never hinged. (photo)
..............................................................................................
$450.00
466  #O11, 1950 50¢ Oil Wells issue overprinted O.H.M.S. plate 1 upper
left, very fine mint, never hinged. (photo)
..............................................................................................
$350.00
467
467  #O11, 1950 50¢ Oil Wells issue overprinted O.H.M.S. plate 1 lower
left, very fine mint, never hinged. (photo)
..............................................................................................
$350.00
468  #O11, 1950 50¢ Oil Wells issue overprinted O.H.M.S. plate 1 lower
right, very fine mint, never hinged. (photo)
..............................................................................................
$350.00
469  #O11, 1950 50¢ Oil Wells issue overprinted O.H.M.S. plate 1 lower
left, very fine mint, lightly hinged. (photo)
..............................................................................................
$350.00
470  #O23, 1950 20¢ Peace issue overprinted G, matched set plate 2, very
fine mint, lightly hinged. (photo)
..............................................................................................
$400.00
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471
471  #O24, 1950 50¢ Oil Wells issue overprinted G, UL, UR, LL, very fine
mint, lightly hinged and never hinged. (photo)
...............................................................................................
$195.00
472  #O25, 1949 $1 Train Ferry overprinted G, plate 1 upper right, very fine
mint, never hinged. (photo)
...............................................................................................
$500.00
473  #O27, 1951 $1 Fishing Resources issue overprinted G, plate 1 lower
left, very fine mint, never hinged. (photo)
...............................................................................................
$500.00
474  #O32, 1953 $1 Totem Pole issue, plate 1 upper left (2), lower left (2),
and upper right, very fine mint, lightly hinged and never hinged.
(photo)
...............................................................................................
$250.00
475  #O32, 1953 $1 Totem Pole issue, plate 2, upper left, upper right,
lower right (2), very fine mint, lightly hinged and never hinged. (photo)
...............................................................................................
$200.00
476  #O32, 1953 $1 Totem Pole issue, plate 2 matched set, very fine mint,
never hinged. (photo)
...............................................................................................
$200.00
477  #O32, 1953 $1 Totem Pole issue, plate 1 matched set, very fine mint,
never hinged (lower right is lightly hinged). (photo)
...............................................................................................
$200.00

CANADA BOOKLETS AND PANES
478  #BK74, (unlisted variety) the 1972 Caricature booklet, the bottom
right 8¢ stamp printed in black rather than blue, very fine mint, never
hinged. Normal included for comparison. (photo)
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$100.00

CANADA STAMPS
479

 #1, 1851 3d red (oxidized) nice four margin copy tied by target cancel,
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489



Toronto JA 21 1852 to Woodstock, b/s blue Brantford and red
Woodstock cancels. From The Department of Public Instruction For
Upper Canada, fold in center otherwise fine-very fine. (photo)
............................................................................................... $2,000.00
#4d, 1852 4d orange red on thin paper, nice large margined copy on
three sides and clear to just touching at left tied to cover by target
cancel, weak Toronto double split ring cancel to Barrie, b/s Barrie 2
NO 1854 double split ring, horizontal fold goes through stamp
otherwise fine-very fine. (photo)
...............................................................................................
$300.00
#21, 21iii, 21iv, ½¢ black issue, three copies one with "Chignon"
variety, one gray black shade, fin-very fine mint, ogh. (photo)
...............................................................................................
$220.00
#21/29b, selection of ½¢ to 15¢ issues (14) with shades and papers,
fine-very fine used. (photo)
...............................................................................................
$970.00
#22, 1¢ brown red issue, fine mint, without gum. (photo)
...............................................................................................
$400.00
#24, 2¢ green, 6 copies (all attached) tied by cancels on cover Clinton
OC 3 1868 double split ring paying the 12¢ quadruple rate to
Goderich. A few edge faults and a light crease through the top stamps,
otherwise fine-very fine and scarce. (photo)
Est. Realization ..................................................................... $1,000.00
#25, 3¢ red, five copies tied to registered cover Seaforth SP 12 68
split ring to Goderich (15¢ quintuple rate, 2¢ registry paid in cash),
b/s B & L H R and Goderich, few edge faults otherwise fine-very fine.
(photo)
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$500.00
#25, 27a, 3¢ red and 6¢ yellow brown pair tied to registered cover
Seaforth PM/SP 7/69 to Goderich (15¢ quintuple rate, 2¢ registry
paid in cash), b/s B & L.H.R. West/SP 8/69 and boxed REGISTERED/B
& L.H.R., and Goderich Ont. PM/SP 8/69, fine-very fine. (photo)
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$600.00
#26a, 5¢ olive green, perf 12.1 x 12.1, fine used. (photo)
...............................................................................................
$750.00
#27, 6¢ dark brown issue, fine-very fine mint, hinge remnant. (photo)
............................................................................................... $1,850.00
#29b, 15¢ red lilac issue, couple shorter perfs at bottom otherwise
very fine mint, ogh. (photo)
............................................................................................... $1,200.00

1870-1897 SMALL QUEEN ISSUES
490  #34, ½¢ black lower left corner margin block of nine. Bit of facial
scuffing on a few and perf separation otherwise fine mint, never
hinged. (photo)
...............................................................................................
$90.00
491  #34, ½¢ black issue, a block of ten on piece with imprint in right
margin, very fine used. (photo)
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$75.00
492  #34, ½¢ black, a pair tied to illustrated Private Post Card "A.J. Watson,
Merchant Tailor," by London Canada 16/SP 21/96 orb cancel to
Toronto, very fine. (photo)
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$50.00
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493  #34, ½¢ black, a horizontal strip of five with imprint at bottom and a
vertical strip of five with imprint at bottom, fine mint, never hinged.
(photo)
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$50.00
494  #35, 1¢ yellow tied to illustrated advertising Private Post Card "Line
McDonald & Co., Cigar Manufacturers, London, Ont." by Georgetown
Ont. OC 29/96 squared circle cancel to Cobourg, very fine. (photo)
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$75.00
495  #35, 1¢ yellow tied by 2 ring 2 cancel to ad cover "Stadcona Fire and
Life Insurance Co." to Cobourg, Ont., b/s Cobourg OC 09/79, paying
1¢ rate for Printed Papers, very fine. (photo)
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$50.00
496  #35, 1¢ yellow tied to advertising Private Post Card "Reid Bros. & Co.,
Wholesale and Manufacturing Stationers," by Gd Tr Ry STn London
Canada AM/MY 10/97 (DD-26) to Amherstburg, very fine. (photo)
(photo)
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$40.00
497  #35, 1¢ yellow tied to advertising Private Post Card "James Wright &
Co., Wholesale Hardware," by London Canada 10/NO 10/97 orb
cancel to Poughkeepsie, NY, very fine. (photo)
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$40.00
498  #35, 1¢ yellow tied by 2 ring 1 cancel (undated) to St. Joseph Beauce,
light horizontal crease does not detract, fine-very fine. (photo)
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$40.00
499  #35, 36, 1¢ yellow and 2¢ green tied to ad cover "Pontey & Taylor St.
James Park Nurseries" with light St. James Park AP 25 77 cancel to
Wardsville, beautiful illustrated letterhead enclosed, fine-very fine.
(photo)
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$50.00
500  #35, 37a, 39, 1¢ yellow pair, 3¢ rose and 6¢ yellow brown tied by
Halifax H duplex cancels A/JY 2 72, 10¢ paying the pre-UPU rate for
1/4 oz. to Beziere, France then re-directed to Herault. Red circular PD,
and red London transit on face, b/s Marseille, Breziere and others,
fine-very fine. Nice cover. (photo)
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$500.00
501  #35b/42, a selection of seven issues with 1¢ imperf single with huge
margins (trivial thin in margin), 2¢ (3), 3¢ (2), and 5¢ (both shades),
fine or fine-very fine mint, ogh. (photo)
.............................................................................................. $1,130.00
502  #36, 45, 2¢ green pair and 10¢ dark rose carmine tied to registered
cover "M.D. Carder, G.R./A.O.U.W. St. Thomas - Ontario" by St. Thomas
West AU 17 95 to Woodstock, Ont., pays triple letter rate (9¢ postage
+ 5¢ registration fee), b/s London & Niagara Falls RPO T2E/AU 19/95
and Woodstock Ont. AU 19/95, very fine and contents intact which
make for an interesting read requesting a legal opinion regarding an
estate. (photo)
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$500.00
503  #37, 3¢ orange red tied to illustrated advertising cover "The Waterous
Engine Works Co." by blue Brantford FE 25 76 duplex cancel to
Sandwich, bit of docketing on front otherwise fine-very fine. (photo)
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$75.00
504  #37, 3¢ dull red, five covers all with London, Ontario advertising and
cancelled with the numeral 6 duplex cancel with 1871 and 1872
dates, some oxidization on stamps, fine-very fine. (photo)
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$50.00
505  #37, 3¢ dull red (oxidized) tied by fancy cogwheel cancel to ad cover
"E. Leonard & Sons Engines & Boilers," Gt WestnRwy Statn London
Can PM/MR 12/83 to Southbridge, Mass with oval receiver on
reverse, fine-very fine. (photo)
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$50.00
506  #37, 3¢ dull red (oxidized) tied by G.W.R. EAST ??? To Yorkville, Ont.
Reverse is all over illustrated "Grigg House." Slight reduction at left
otherwise fine-very fine. (photo)
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$50.00
507  #37, F1d, 1881 registered cover with 3¢ orange red strip of nine and
2¢ vermilion issue perf 12 x 11½, pays 8x rate (24¢ postage and 5¢
registration) on cover with part of front missing, reverse with Gillivray,
CW MR 22 1881 split ring and boxed REGISTERED/L.H. & B. RY, edge
faults but a scarce rate item. (photo)
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$850.00
508  #37b, 3¢ copper red issue on a pairof covers, Chatham, Ont March
28, 1870 to Sandwich, Ont., and Montreal AM/MP 9/71 to Sandwich,
Ont. (note date error!), both very fine. (photo)
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$50.00
509  #41, 3¢ vermilion (oxidized) tied to illustrated ad cover "C. McCallum
Wholesale Druggist" by London Canada PM/JU 27/89 duplex cancel,
back flap missing and a few edge faults otherwise fine-very fine.
(photo)
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$50.00
510  #46, 20¢ vermilion issue, a block of ten with Chatham AP 14/97 cds
cancels, fine used. A nice multiple. (photo)
..............................................................................................
$500.00

1897 DIAMOND JUBILEE ISSUES
511  #56, 8¢ dark violet issue, a block of four, fine-very fine mint, never
hinged. (photo)
..............................................................................................
$480.00
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512  #56, 8¢ dark violet issue, a vertical pair, very fine mint, never hinged.
(photo)
...............................................................................................
$360.00

1897-1908 LEAF, NUMERAL, AND KING EDWARD VII ISSUES
513  #66, 1897 ½¢ black QV Maple Leaf issue, a block of ten and a block
of four, very fine mint, never hinged. (photo)
...............................................................................................
$280.00
514  #66, ½¢ black QV Maple Leaf issue, an upper right corner block of 14,
fine-very fine mint, never hinged. (photo)
...............................................................................................
$175.00
515  #66, 1897 ½¢ black QV Maple Leaf issue, a block of four, very fine
mint, never hinged. (photo)
...............................................................................................
$80.00
516  #66-68, 70-73, 1897-98 QV Maple Leaf issues (7), fine mint, ogh.
(photo)
...............................................................................................
$455.00
517  #69, 1898 3¢ carmine QV Numeal issue with engraver's slip beside T,
very fine mint, lightly hinged. (photo)
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$50.00
518  #70, 1897 5¢ dark blue QV Maple Leaf issue, fine-very fine mint, light
hinge remnant. (photo)
...............................................................................................
$155.00
519  #74, 1898 ½¢ black top imprint block of twenty OTTAWA No - 1, finevery fine mint, never hinged. (photo)
...............................................................................................
$250.00
520  #74, 74i, 1898 ½¢ QV Numeral issue, a block of four of the black
shade, very fine mint, lightly hinged and an imprint block of four of the
grey shade, fine mint, never hinged. (photo)
...............................................................................................
$100.00
521  #75, 1898 1¢ grey green imprint strip of three OTTAWA-No-5, very fine
mint, centre stamp lightly hinged, balance never hinged. (photo)
...............................................................................................
$210.00
522  #75, 1¢ green QV Numeral issue tied to a quartet of London, Ontario
illustrated Private Post Cards with "The Ontario Spring Bed and
Mattress Company," Laidlaw-Watson Shoe Co.," Dominion Savings and
Investment Society," and "The Northern Life Assurance Co." with
various 1898-902 duplex, machine, or RPO (DD-26) cancels, very fine.
(photo)
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$75.00
523  #75, 1¢ green QV Numeral issue tied to illustrated Private Post Card
"D.H. Howden & Co." by London SEP 29/6 PM/1903 to Bothwell, tiny
corner creases lower left and upper right otherwise very fine. (photo)
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$50.00
524  #75, 1¢ green QV Numeral issue tied to coloured illustrated Private
Post Card "London Coffe & Spice Co. Crest Brand," by London Ont.
21/FE 14/02 duplex cancel to Paris, Ont., very fine. (photo)
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$50.00
525  #75, 1¢ green QV Numeral issue tied to illustrated Private Post Card
"Hobbs Hardware Co." by London, Ont. Canada JAN 27/7-PM/1903
machine cancel to Bothwell, very fine. (photo)
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$50.00
526  #77, 2¢ carmine QV Numeral issue tied to illustrated advertising cover
"Gorman, Eckert & Co." by Gd. Tk. Ry. STn. London.Canada AM/SP
13/02 (DD-26) to local letter, London 10/SP 13/02 cancel on face
and reverse with London East SP 13/02, very fine. (photo)
...............................................................................................
$50.00
527  #77, 90, 1899 2¢ carmine QV Numeral issue tied to illustrated ad
cover "The Learment Hotel," by Truro, N.S. AM/AP 28/02 cds cancel,
and 1903 2¢ carmine KEVII issue tied to illustrated ad cover "Ontario
Ladies College" by Whitby, Ont. OC 27/11 cds cancel, very fine. (photo)
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$50.00
528  #79, 1899 5¢ blue QV Numeral issue, very fine mint, ogh. (photo)
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$300.00
529  #80, 1898 6¢ brown QV Numeral issue, very fine mint, lightly hinged.
(photo)
...............................................................................................
$300.00
530  #81, 1902 7¢ olive yellow QV Numeral issue, very fine mint, ogh.
(photo)
...............................................................................................
$250.00
531  #81, 7¢ olive yellow QV Numeral issue on a pair of registered covers
Maynooth Ont. MR 7/03 split ring and Vancouver BC 5/JAN 16/04
cds, fine-very fine. (photo)
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$75.00
532  #83, 1898 10¢ brown violet QV Numeral issue, very fine mint, very
lightly hinged. (photo)
...............................................................................................
$750.00
533  #87, 1899 2¢ on 3¢ carmine QV Provisional issue on illustrated
advertising cover "Gorman, Eckert & Co., Limited," (Limited added by
rubber stamp), with London APR 17/6-PM/1903 machine cancel, very
fine (photo)
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$50.00
534  #87, 88, 1899 2¢ on 3¢ QV Provisional issues in blocks of four, #88
with reverse overprint on gum, fine mint, ogh. (photo)
...............................................................................................
$120.00
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535  #87, 88, 1899 2¢ on 3¢ QV Provisional issues, very fine mint, never
hinged. (photo)
..............................................................................................
$80.00
536  #89, 1¢ green KEVII issue tied to blue illustrated ad cover "Chas. O.
Lange Distributor of Advertising Matter," by Winnipeg MAR 13/12:30
AM/1907 machine cancel to Chicago, flap missing otherwise very fine.
(photo)
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$50.00
537  #89, 90, 1¢ green and 2¢ carmine KEVII issues on Department of
Education Ontario, Per Book Post cover with Toronto roller cancel to
Bookton Ont., pays 3¢ for 6 oz. A scarce true Book Post cover. (photo)
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$100.00
538  #89-92, accumulation of over 200 KEVII issues with singles, pairs,
blocks, Way Letter and fancy cancels, etc. Fine-very fine used. (photo)
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$100.00
539  #90, 2¢ carmine KEVII issue, a selection of 202 copies all with fully
dated cancels. Includes cds from Western Canada, RPO, squared
circles, etc. Couple with faults otherwise fine-very fine used. (photo)
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$75.00
540  #90, 2¢ carmne KEVII issue tied to red and black illustrated ad cover
"Chinese Startch I Am Busy," by Toronto JAN 14 191- machne cancel to
Paris, Ont. Reverse is all-over illustrated, Few edge faults otherwise
fine-very fine. (photo)
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$60.00
541  #90, 2¢ carmine KEVII issue tied to illustrated ad cover "A.J. Jolicoeur,
Plumber, Campbellton, N.B.," by Halifax & Campbellton R.P.O. E/SP
18/05 (RPO M-36) to Moncton, very fine. (photo)
Est. Realization
$50.00
Realization ....................................................................
542  #90, 2¢ carmine KEVII issue tied to illustrated ad cover "P.M. Legere,
Furnaces, Stoves and Tinware, Buctouche, N.B.," by Moncton AM/JAN
19/06 cancel to Moncton, very fine. (photo)
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$50.00
543  #90a, 2¢ carmine KEVII imperforate issue, four pairs, very fine mint,
one never hinged, three very lightly hinged. (photo)
..............................................................................................
$240.00
544  #91, 92, 1903 5¢ blue and 7¢ olive bistre KEVII issues, fine-very fine
mint, ogh. (photo)
..............................................................................................
$590.00
545  #93, 1903 10¢ brown lilac KEVII issue, very fine mint, ogh (photo)
..............................................................................................
$800.00
546  #93, 1903 10¢ violet brown KEVII issue, fine-very fine mint, lightly
hinged. (photo)
..............................................................................................
$600.00
547  #95, 1908 50¢ purple KEVII issue, very fine mint, lightly hinged.
(photo)
.............................................................................................. $1,500.00
548  #95, 1908 50¢ purple KEVII issue, very fine used. (photo)
..............................................................................................
$200.00

1908 QUEBEC TERCENTENARY ISSUES
549
550

 #103i, 20¢ Cartier's Arrival, the major re-entry with doubling in upper

right corner, very fine used. (photo)
..............................................................................................
$800.00
 #97, (variety), 1¢ Cartier & Champlain issue, a cracked pate variety
with a line through E of THE, fine used. (photo)
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$25.00

1911-1925 KING GEORGE V ADMIRAL ISSUES
551  #104, 1¢ dark green issue, bottom imprint strip of five, OTTAWA-No56, then ghost imprint E46 157, fine mint, two stamp hinged, balance
never hinged. (photo)
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$50.00
552  #104-122, 136-138, the set complete from 1¢ to $1 values (18), plus
1¢ to 3¢ imperforate issues and a pair of the 3¢ imperforate, fine-very
fine mint, ogh. (photo)
..............................................................................................
$768.00
553  #105, 1¢ yellow orange tied to ppc by Pelee Island JAN 4 26 to
Lexington Va, with Leamington transit on reverse and picture of first
ship-to-shore air mail, very fine. Also second card with #141 tied by
Leamington roller cancel and cds JAN 3 28 to Chicago, tiny tear at top
otherwise fine-very fine. (photo)
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$100.00
554  #105, 1¢ orange yellow issue, three upper imprint strips of four
OTTAWA-No-A 170, OTTAWA-No-A 186, OTTAWA-No-A 197, fine-very fine
mint, hinged in selvedge, stamps never hinged. (photo)
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$75.00
555  #107, 2¢ yellow green issue, three upper imprint strips of four
OTTAWA-No-A 205, OTTAWA-No-A 208, OTTAWA-No-A 210, fine-very fine
mint, never hinged. (photo)
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$75.00
556  #114, 7¢ red brown, two left margin blocks of four, very fine mint,
never hinged. (photo)
..............................................................................................
$280.00
557  #114, 7¢ red brown issue, a block of four, very fine mint, never
hinged. (photo)
..............................................................................................
$140.00
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 #115, 8¢ blue pair tied to 2¢ preprinted Postal Stationery envelope,

registered cover (8¢ UPU rate plus 10¢ registration) Calgary NO 11 27
to Zurich, Switzerand, b/s with Montreal transits and Zurich receiver,
very fine and attractive. (photo)
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$100.00
559  #122, $1 orange issue, a block of four, very fine mint, never hinged.
(photo)
...............................................................................................
$600.00
560  #126a, 128a, 1¢ yellow and 2¢ green part perforate sheet form coil
blocks of four, tow of each, very fine mint, never hinged. (photo)
...............................................................................................
$320.00

CONFEDERATION TO MODERN ISSUES
561

 #149-159, 1928-29 KGV Scroll set complete, fine-very fine mint,
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lightly hinged. (photo)
...............................................................................................
$833.55
#154, 1928 8¢ blue KGV Scroll issue, a block of four, very fine mint,
never hinged. (photo)
...............................................................................................
$120.00
#174-177, 1930 12¢ to $1 issues from the KGV Arch set, fine-very
fine mint, lightly hinged. (photo)
...............................................................................................
$425.00
#191a, 1932 3¢ on 2¢ KGV Provisional issue, Die I tied by St. Thomas
Ont. 1933/Feb 14/8 - PM slogan cancel to London, Ont., very fine.
(photo)
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$50.00
#208, 1934 3¢ blue Cartier issue, a full sheet of 100 with plate 2
imprint top right and bottom right. "Burr on Shoulder" variety position 2
and "Scarface" variety position 97, very fine mint, never hinged. Sheet
is folded and a couple of wrinkles at top centre. (photo)
...............................................................................................
$936.00
#209, 210, 1934 10¢ olive green Loyalists issue, a left margin vertical
strip of eight with imprint (bit of a wrinkle at top left in selvedge), and
2¢ red brown New Brunswick Seal issue, a block of ten, fine-very fine
mint, never hinged. (photo)
...............................................................................................
$370.00
#210, 1934 10¢ red brown New Brunswick Seal issue, a full sheet of
100 with plate 1 upper left and upper right, fine-very fine mint, never
hinged. Sheet has been folded. (photo)
...............................................................................................
$500.00
#211, 213, 1935 1¢ and 3¢ issues from the 1935 KGV Silver Jubilee
issue in full sheets, the 1¢ with the "Weeping Princess" variety. Some
selvedge pieces missing and small separation otherwise very fine
mint, never hinged. (photo)
...............................................................................................
$424.00
#246, 1939 1¢ green Elizabeth and Margaret issue tied to illustrated
ad cover "The London Chamber of Commerce" by London MAY
31/6:30 PM/1939 machine cancel, reverse is all over multi-coloured
advertising, fine-very fine. (photo)
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$35.00
#249-62, C7, CE1, E10, (ex. 259) 1942 War issue set complete on
registered Ottawa 10/JUL 1/42 First Day Cover, very fine. (photo)
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$358.00
#302, 1951 $1 Fishing Resources issue, a block of four, very fine
mint, never hinged. (photo)
(photo)
...............................................................................................
$240.00
#314, 1953 4¢ Bighorn Sheep issue tied to illustrated ad cover
"Canadian Tire Corp'n. Associate Store" by London May 4/6 PM/1953
machine cancel, reverse is all over illustratd advertising, very fine.
(photo)
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$25.00
#465B, 1967 $1 Centennial issue, a full sheet with plate 1 upper left,
very fine mint, never hinged. (photo)
...............................................................................................
$400.00
#599, 1973 $1 Vancouver issue, a group of 225 blocks of four all with
a steel hammer socked-on-the-nose cds cancel only from rural Alberta
Post Offices, very fine used.
...............................................................................................
$675.00
#599, 699a, 600, 1973 $1 Vancouver issue, accumulation of 412
copies all with steel hammer cds (208), large circular cds (105), and
MOON/MOTO (99) cancels, all housed in a stock book. Very fine used
and all with socked-on-the-nose cancels. (photo)
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$100.00
#601/756i, accumulation of 514 stamps with #601 (70), 726 (300),
727 (100), 756, 756i (44) all with socked-on-the-nose steel hammer
cds cancels, very fine.
Est. Realization
$100.00
Realization .....................................................................
#929i, 1982 48¢ Cradle, the colour variety with brown background on
83-04-08 FDC, cacheted and unaddressed, very fine. Regular stamp
included for comparison. (photo)
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$50.00

1928-1946 AIRMAIL ISSUES
578  #C5iv, 1935 6¢ red brown Air Mail issue full sheet plate 1, position 10
with AIR variety, very fine mint, never hinged. (photo)
...............................................................................................
$444.50
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579  #C8-9, 1943 and 1946 7¢ Air Mail issues in full sheets, plate 2, very
fine mint, never hinged. (photo)
..............................................................................................
$161.00

1918-1932 AIR MAIL SEMI-OFFICIAL ISSUES
580

 #CL7/CL52, a group of 8 Private Commercial Airline issues with #CL7,

CL19 (nh), CL25a, CL40, CL44, CL46, CL52 (2 thins), very fine mint,
lightly hinged and never hinged. (photo)
..............................................................................................
$567.00

1898-1946 SPECIAL DELIVERY ISSUES
581  #E5, 1932 20¢ henna brown issue, a block of four with plate 1
inscription in left margin, very fine mint, never hinged. (photo)
..............................................................................................
$400.00

1875-1888 REGISTRATION ISSUES
582
583
584

 #F1i, 1875 2¢ orange red issue, two copies both very fine mint, lightly

hinged. (photo)
..............................................................................................
$340.00
 #F3, 1876 8¢ dull blue issue with bright fresh colour, very fine mint,
ogh (dist). (photo)
..............................................................................................
$900.00
 #F3, 1876 8¢ dull blue issue, very fine used with huge margins.
(photo)
..............................................................................................
$450.00

1906-1978 POSTAGE DUE ISSUES
585

 #J5, 1928 10¢ reddish violet issue, a block of four, very fine mint,
hinge remnant. (photo)
..............................................................................................

$520.00

1915-1916 WAR TAX ISSUES
586  #MR1, 1915 1¢ green issue imprint strip of four, 295-OTTAWA-No A 1,
very fine mint, lightly hinge din selvedge, stamps never hinged. (photo)
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$140.00
587  #MR4, 2¢ + 1¢ brown tied to illustrated ad cover "Wyckoff & Gafeny
Grocers" by London Aug 14/10 AM/1917 cancel, reverse is all over
multi-coloured advertising. Light diagonal crease does not detract,
fine-very fine. (photo)
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$35.00
588  #MR5, 2¢ + 1¢ carmine issue, a block of four with top imprint
OTTAWA-No A1, fine mint, lightly hinged. (photo)
..............................................................................................
$120.00

1949-1956 OFFICIAL ISSUES
589
590

 #O1-10, 1949-50 KGVI War and Peace issues overprinted O.H.M.S.,


591 

592 
593 

594



595



the set complete, very fine used. (photo)
..............................................................................................
$233.65
#O9-10, 1949 50¢ Lumbering and $1 Train Ferry issues overprinted
O.H.M.S., very fine used. (photo)
..............................................................................................
$210.00
#O9/O41, mint and used selection of 1950-56 KGVI and QE Official
issues with listed and unlisted varieties. Includes used #O9 with
forged overprint, O15b, O15A missing period after M, O15A missing
period after O in a block with three normal, O15Ac, O38ii with blunt G,
mint O41i, etc. Very fine. (photo)
Est. Realization ....................................................................
$100.00
#O10, $1 Train Ferry overprinted O.H.M.S., a block of four, very fine
mint, never hinged (photo)
..............................................................................................
$320.00
#015Ac, 1950 5¢ blue KGVI issue overprinted O.H.M.S. missing period
after S in a block of six with 5 normal, very fine mint, never hinged.
(photo)
..............................................................................................
$105.00
#O25, O27, 1950 $1 Train Ferry overprinted G and 1951 $1
Fisherman (2) overprinted G, very fine used. (photo)
..............................................................................................
$360.00
#O47iii, 1963 2¢ gereen QE Cameo issue with G shifted into top
margin, very fine used. (photo)
..............................................................................................
$100.00
$100.00

1912-1949 OFFICIAL PERFIN ISSUES
596

 #OA211-214, 1935 KGV Silver Jubilee 1¢ to 5¢ issues with 5 hole

perfin OHMS, very fine used. (photo)
..............................................................................................
$340.00
597  #OCE3, 1947 17¢ Air Mail Special Delivery issue perfin OHMS, a block
of four, very fine mint, never hinged. (photo)
..............................................................................................
$200.00

1879-1913 OFFICIALLY SEALED ISSUES
598
599

 #OX1, 1879 yellow brown issue, very fine used with a light crease, as

usual. (photo)
..............................................................................................
$250.00
 #OX4, 1913 brown black issue, very fine mint, lightly hinged. (photo)
..............................................................................................
$200.00
$200.00

John Sheffield Philatelist Ltd.

Public Auction No. 166

REVENUE ISSUES
600

 #FB22, 1865 5¢ red from The Second Bill Issue on an attached pair

of 1866 Bank of Montreal Bills of Exchange, couple small tears at
bottom otherwise fine-very fine. Van Damn describes these as very
rare on documents. (photo)
Est. Realization .....................................................................
$100.00
601  #FPS23-24, 1967 second Postal Script issue, the 1¢ brown and 2¢
green values in full sheets of 100, very fine mint, never hinged. (photo)
...............................................................................................
$500.00
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602  #FPS23-40, 1967 Postal Script issue complete, very fine mint, never
hinged. (photo)
..............................................................................................
$141.75
603  #PC1-6, 1942 Prairie Provinces Conservation issues, the first five with
perforations on all four sides, very fine mint, never hinged. (photo)
..............................................................................................
$202.50

End of the auction
Thank you for participating!

